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INTRODUCTION
Finance runs on ledgers. Societies rely on ledgers not only to record ownership of assets but
also to effect the transactions that change ownership of those assets. Ledger systems that
record debits and credits date to 13th century Italy. Older forms of ledgers recording assets or
ownership go back to classical Greece and Rome and ancient Mesopotamia.1 The increased
complexity of economic and financial activity over centuries has resulted in a proliferation
of ledgers, and of types of ledgers. They have evolved from the single ledger that records
property ownership in a town or the savings balances held in a bank, to the nested ledger
systems of securities depositories (representing ownership of custodians and brokers down to
individual investor sub-accounts), to the interlinked ledger system of correspondent banking.
Early accounting and record keeping was done in
person, with transactions effected by an exchange of
goods, coins, or tokens between known parties. The
growth in complexity of transactions, particularly
where financing of goods flows was introduced, and
the volume of transactions conducted at a distance,
made it more efficient to centralize the ledgers tracking
these transactions in the hands of intermediaries. That
introduced agency costs—the intermediary maintaining
the ledger had to be trusted not only to act with integrity
itself but also to protect the ledger against others who
might seek to falsify or manipulate transactions within
it. Where governments and legal institutions are trusted,
the regulation of ledger-maintaining entities such as
banks, securities depositories, and land registrars, and
well-defined contracts backed by trusted courts, can help
mitigate these agency costs. But a significant amount
of resources is expended on validating and licensing
intermediaries, checking that transactions are processed
properly into the ledgers—a process also known as
settlement and clearing—and monitoring and reporting.

IFC’s interest in the digital transformation of financial
services is two-fold. The World Bank Group has set a
goal of Universal Financial Access by 2020, and IFC
has a long-standing commitment to financial sector
development. The continued digital transformation of
financial services is critical to both objectives. Only the
reach and efficiency of digital finance can sustainably
bank the next billion people. Both widely used and newly
emerging technologies will be part of this transformation.
Mobile networks, cloud based services, and big data
analytics are already helping to reach thousands of
previously unbanked customers with transaction
accounts, savings products, and credit. Many emerging
markets lack connectivity infrastructure and trusted
institutions and counterparties. Distributed ledgers can
provide the infrastructure these markets need.
This collection attempts to focus attention on the
potential of blockchain, and of distributed ledger
technology more generally, to address some of the
economic and financial challenges that emerging
markets face today. These challenges are many, and
include Know-Your-Customer gaps, the de-risking by
global financial institutions that is preventing emerging
markets from accessing the global financial system, and
the costs and inefficiencies of processing remittances
through the interlinked ledger system that is today’s
correspondent banking network infrastructure. Various
approaches using distributed ledger technology could
provide solutions, as well as a new infrastructure for
financial services in emerging markets.

Technology in the form of distributed ledgers, in
which control over the data and its updating is
shared, now makes it possible to transact directly
within the ledger and obviates the need for a trusted
intermediary. Blockchain is one implementation of
this approach to constructing and maintaining a
database. It is built on the marriage of encryption
techniques and distributed ledgers with a consensus
mechanism for validating updates.
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validation due to investments made under the “fear
of missing out,” a popular Silicon Valley investment
decision heuristic. The enduring value of blockchain’s
accelerated investment cycle may be that it has fostered
intense experimentation and focused attention on
the fundamental nature of ledgers, transactions,
counterparty connectivity, and the role of trust.

The six chapters that follow provide an overview of the
technology (Chapter 1) and its unfolding applications
in emerging markets (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 examines
whether blockchain can be used to mitigate de-risking
by financial institutions. Chapters 4 and 5 look more
closely at the financial services sector, including an
overview of how blockchain affects plays into the
wider spectrum of financial technology (fintech)
innovations and the resulting provision of financial
services (Chapter 4), and an analysis of blockchain’s
contribution to reaching the unbanked and
underbanked in various emerging markets, including
in Latin America, Asia and countries in Sub-Saharan
Africa (Chapter 5). Finally, Chapter 6 looks “beyond
fintech” and explores how developments in applied
blockchain technology can impact agribusiness, drug
safety and more generally provide enforcement tools to
promote the reach of sustainable and inclusive business.
These chapters are merely the beginning of an
exploration. Sound use cases for blockchain beyond
cryptocurrencies are yet to be validated. As money
pours into the latest novel technology, it is important
to distinguish hype from reality, and to avoid assuming

The ongoing grappling with use cases is illuminating
the processes underlying counterparty interactions
and challenging practitioners to think in new ways
about the building blocks of financial intermediation.
Solutions may emerge that leverage distributed
ledgers, or that apply this new understanding to
create combinations of, or innovations on top of,
more standard approaches. It is likely that multimodal
systems will endure, as they have in network activities
like transport. We may be seeing the financial analog of
transportation moving from the ground, where it was
confined to defined point-to-point paths along roads
or rails, to air travel, which could directly connect
any two points. The drive to more directly link the
individual participants in economic interactions is sure
to have a similarly far-reaching impact. n
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Blockchain is an emerging technology that offers the possibility of re-engineering economic
models and enabling the creation of markets and products that were previously unavailable or
unprofitable across emerging markets.
Blockchain can be used to mitigate de-risking by
financial institutions. Such de-risking is a significant
challenge to banking in developing economies, as it
affects recipients of remittances, businesses that need
correspondent banking relationships, and charities
working in conflict countries. Blockchain appears to
be of potential use in lowering verification costs when
offering remittance services, as well as for the provision
of trade finance, among other things.

This report is intended to introduce readers to current
developments in distributed ledger technology, or
blockchain, with the vantage point of possible benefits
to emerging markets.
Blockchain is a database ledger that functions
like a distributed network. It is often referred to
as a distributed ledger that can register blocks of
cryptographically-secure, tamper-proof data with
members of a network. This unique structure offers
near-frictionless cooperation between these entities,
allowing them to transfer value or information without
need of a central authority or intermediary. It has
the potential to deliver productivity gains to multiple
industries, from the financial sector to energy markets,
supply chains, intellectual property management, the
public sector, and beyond.

The financial services industry has been an early
experimenter on and adopter of blockchain technology.
Financial institutions around the world find their
business models continually tested by technological
innovation. The emergence of innovative digital
financial technologies (fintech), including blockchain,
is challenging traditional players in the sector by
demonstrating new ways to deliver value across the
entire financial value chain. And emerging markets
may prove to be ideal for the adoption of blockchainbased financial solutions due to their underserved
populations, higher banking risks, lower bank
penetration and legacy systems, and greater presence of
digital financing. The convergence of these factors may
provide the basis for a faster adoption of the technology
and could result in a technological leapfrog that boosts
financial inclusion and growth.

And blockchain may also prove particularly valuable
in emerging market economies. Yet the technology
is in early stages of development and will need to
overcome serious challenges and risks, both technical
and regulatory, before it achieves widespread adoption.
To be sure, questions remain about blockchain’s
scalability, interoperability, security, transition costs,
data privacy, and governance.
In such a context of uncertainty, business leaders
and policy makers will need to think long and hard
about when and under what conditions a blockchain
initiative may be warranted. Companies—in emerging
markets and elsewhere—can neither afford to wait
until the outcome is evident nor expose their existing
business models to overly risky wholescale blockchain
initiatives. Instead, they will need to adopt an
experimental approach that allows them to develop
options and thereby learn in the process, inform their
strategies, and improve their value propositions.

Blockchain can also be used beyond fintech for a
more sustainable and inclusive management of global
supply chains. Two critical attributes of the blockchain
in particular—the reduction of agency costs and
auditable traceability—may help to boost trade
facilitation as well as ensure compliance with specific
goals regarding sustainability and inclusion. Two
supply chains where specific experimentation with
blockchain is taking place are food and agribusiness,
and pharmaceutical safety.
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Implications for emerging markets

share of global blockchain venture capital financing.
Blockchain-based applications and services are also
springing up across Africa and Latin America.

Many emerging markets experienced a reduction of
available financial services in recent years as banks
and other institutions sought to curb risks and lower
compliance costs in the wake of the financial crisis. The
poor and economically vulnerable in these countries,
as well as organizations that serve them, have suffered
considerably from this type of de-risking. Blockchain,
through its ability to reduce regulatory costs and
increase transparency, can help reverse this trend
and broaden access to financial services. It may also
facilitate and decrease the costs of trade finance and
remittances, both of which boost growth and improve
living standards in poor countries.

Cognizant of blockchain’s substantial potential
benefits for their citizens but also wary of the risks,
emerging market governments are taking this
technology seriously. Some are even becoming major
financial supporters of the technology with the hope
of using it to provide their citizens and economies
with a technological advantage and a boost to growth.
China, for example, has explicitly made blockchain
a pillar of its economic development strategy and is
pushing regulators and industry to collaborate on
emerging standards.
Blockchain is a technology still at a very early stage
of development, and challenges to its adoption and
efficient implementation are not lacking. We are at the
beginning of this experiment and the road to maturity
is likely to create both winners and losers before
sustainable and profitable business models can emerge
and full network effects can be seen. Companies and
regulators in emerging markets will need to strike
a balance between allowing enough space for the
innovation ecosystem to flourish, while also effectively
managing the associated risks and costs. n

Blockchain technology can help individuals to establish
a digital identity, inexpensively, which is necessary
to gain access to the financial system, and to disclose
their personal data securely. And it can complement
platforms such as mobile banking, which is rapidly
growing in the developing world.
While Europe and the United States continue to lead
the world in blockchain adoption and innovation, their
dominance is now being challenged by Asia—and
China in particular—which is rapidly increasing its
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CHAPTER 1
Blockchain in Development—
A New Mechanism of ‘Trust’?
By Marina Niforos

Blockchain is an exciting new technology that may prove to be a radical innovation—similar
to technologies such as the steam engine and the Internet that triggered previous industrial
revolutions—with the power to disrupt existing economic and business models. It has the
potential to deliver productivity gains to multiple industries, from the financial sector to
energy markets, supply chains, intellectual property management, “virtual firms”, the public
sector, and beyond. Its ability to provide disintermediation, improve transparency, and
increase auditability can significantly reduce transaction costs, introduce efficiency into
existing value chains, challenge revenue models, and open new markets. And blockchain
may prove particularly valuable in emerging market economies. Yet the technology is in its
early stages of development and serious challenges and risks, both technical and regulatory,
will need to be addressed before it achieves widespread adoption. Questions remain
about blockchain’s scalability, interoperability, security, transition costs, data privacy, and
governance. And business leaders and policy makers will need to think long and hard about
when and under what conditions a blockchain initiative may be warranted.
Blockchain has generated an enormous amount of
interest over the last three years, with evangelists
for the technology calling it a pillar of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution and sceptics dismissing it as an
overhyped combination of existing technologies. 2

a wide range of applications, in the financial sector and
beyond. These include peer-to-peer technology, energy
markets, supply chain certification and intellectual
property management.

So, what is blockchain?

OVERVIEW OF DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER TECHNOLOGY

Confusion persists among the public, businesses, and
policymakers as to blockchain’s structure, utility, and
applicability—and even its name. The term blockchain
is often used interchangeably with the term distributed
ledger technology, and the technology is still associated
with its first incarnation, bitcoin.

Evolution of ledgers: from centralized to
distributed
Blockchain introduces a database that functions like
a distributed network, hence the term ‘distributed
ledger’—with the promise of near friction-free
cooperation between members of complex networks
that transfer value to each other without central
authorities or middlemen.

Though it has existed since 2009, blockchain has
attracted a new level of interest over the last two years
amid growing awareness that it could be exploited
beyond digital currencies and used for other types of
inter-organizational cooperation and value transfer.

Blockchain is often referred to as a ‘radical innovation’3
or general-purpose technology (GPT) not unlike the
steam engine or the electric motor.4 In other words, a

Thanks to its enabling potential for digital proof of
identity and costless verification, blockchain could have
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technology that can create “subsequent innovation and
productivity gains across multiple industries,” similar
to the Internet before it.5

Bitcoin’s commitment to anonymity in transactions
unfortunately also opened the platform to illicit
activities such as drug trafficking and tarnished its
reputation with governments and the public alike.
Despite this, the development of bitcoin continued. Its
market capitalization is approximately $42 billion and
it is used by millions of people for payments, including
a growing remittances market.9

Blockchain’s primary value is its ability to deploy
cryptographic mechanisms to reach consensus across
parties in the ledger. This eliminates the need for a
central authority or intermediary, thereby creating a
distributed trust system of value transfer.6 No single
entity can amend past data entries or approve new
additions to the ledger (Figure 1).7 Eliminating the need
for a central trusted party can increase speed, lower
transaction costs, and enhance security in the network.

Designed to be much more than a payment system,
Ethereum was launched in 2014 as an open-source,
public, blockchain-based distributed computing
platform that provides a ‘crypto-economicallysecured’ platform for the development of any kind
of decentralized application.10 Given the extended
capabilities it provides to the original bitcoin-oriented
technology, it is often called Blockchain 2.0.

Blockchain first appeared in the form of bitcoin, a
peer-to-peer electronic cash system launched by Satoshi
Nakamoto in 2009 “based on cryptographic proof
instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to
transact directly with each other without any need for a
trusted third party.”8 Cryptographic proof refers to the
cryptographic process of reaching consensus through
proof of work eliminating the need for a trusted
intermediary. Bitcoin originally had a strong antiestablishment undercurrent, backed by a community
of techno-libertarians or crypto-anarchists seeking to
establish a currency outside of government control and
censorship.

Ethereum uses ‘ether,’ a cryptocurrency token to
compensate participant nodes for computations
performed. Ethereum introduced the possibility of smart
contracts, or “deterministic exchange mechanisms
controlled by digital means that can carry out the
direct transaction of value between untrusted agents.”11
Ethereum’s market capitalization exceeded $26 billion in
July 2017, which is especially noteworthy since it stood
at under $1 billion just six months earlier.12

CENTRALIZED

DECENTRALIZED

DISTRIBUTED

Traditional central body controls
transactions and records. Other
parties maintain their own copies.

Intermediaries maintain local
records of transaction. Other
parties maintain their own copies.

All parties can hold the same
record of every transaction.

FIGURE 1

Evolution of Ledgers

Source: Paul Baran, On distributed communications networks, 1964, and Marina Niforos, 2017.
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FIGURE 2
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Source: The Blockchain Lab; theblockchainlab.com

How does blockchain work?

A cryptographic hash function represents the process by
which miners (nodes participating in the computational
review process performed on each “block” of data)
verify and timestamp transactions. Time stamped
records are displayed in a sequential manner (‘blocks
in a chain’) to all parties on the network who have the
appropriate access levels (Figure 2).20

Blockchain is essentially a meta-technology that
consists of game theory, cryptography, and mainstream
software engineering.13 Blockchain protocols verify
numbers or programs, time stamp them, and enter
them as a block into a continuous chain linked to all
previous blocks linked to the original transaction.14
Assets may be created directly on the network. For
example, cryptocurrencies and rights to real world
assets can have a digital representation as a token15
(referred to as “tokenized assets”).16

The time required to verify and record a transaction
on the distributed ledger technology network varies
depending on the process employed (for example,
‘proof of work’21 for bitcoin or ‘proof of stake’22 for
Ethereum).

A distributed ledger technology, or DLT, network
can be either open (permission-less) or private
(permissioned). Assets on a DLT network, whether
the network is public or private, are cryptographically
secured using a public-private key combination. A
public key is the “address” where the digital asset
is located on the network. A private key is the code
that gives the holder access to the asset at the address
represented by the corresponding public key. Once a
transaction is initiated, it is broadcast on the network
to all ‘nodes’, or participating computers,17 and the
nodes acknowledge acceptance of the block by using
its hash18 as an input when working on creating the
next block.19

Open versus private distributed ledger
technology networks
Open (permission-less) networks are accessible
to anyone wishing to join, without restriction on
membership. Data stored on these networks is visible
to all participants in encrypted format. Digital
currency bitcoin is an example. Open distributed ledger
technology networks do not have a central authority.
Instead, they rely on network participants to verify
transactions and record data on the network, based on
a certain protocol.
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The ‘miners’ participating in the verification process
are incentivized to perform computationally complex
tasks in exchange for bitcoin rewards (‘tokens’).
This consensus-based process (‘proof of work’ in
bitcoin) to ensure encryption of the data requires
intense computational power, which some qualify
as wasteful and restraining to the scalability of the
system. However, it is this feature that guarantees the
chain’s robust security, making bitcoin more resilient
to attacks. On a public blockchain, sensitive data needs
to be encrypted to ensure privacy, but encrypted data
cannot be used by smart contracts, so there is less
flexibility on bitcoin for complex or highly regulated
‘transactions’ (see Challenges below).

BOX 1 Key advantages for
Distributed Ledger Technology
Distributed and sustainable. The ledger is
shared, updated with every transaction and
selectively replicated among participants
in near real-time. Privacy is maintained
via cryptographic techniques and/or
data partitioning techniques to give
participants selective visibility into the
ledger; both transactions and the identity of
transacting parties can be masked. Because
it is not owned or controlled by any single
organization, the blockchain platform’s
continued existence isn’t dependent on any
individual entity.

By contrast, private or permissioned networks cannot
access data without prior permission. Permission
levels may be tiered, such that different entities and
individuals may have varying levels of authority to
conduct transactions and view data (as such, they are
closer to relational databases currently in use in large
corporations). There are ‘trusted’ nodes or system
administrators that control access and rights onto the
network. They can still have an important effect in
reducing transaction costs within the ecosystem of
participating entities.

Secure and indelible. Cryptography
authenticates and verifies transactions and
allows participants to see only the parts of
the ledger that are relevant to them. Once
conditions are agreed to, participants can’t
tamper with a record of the transaction.
Errors can only be reversed with new
transactions
Transparent and auditable. Participants in a
transaction have access to the same records,
allowing them to validate transactions
and verify identities or ownership without
the need for third-party intermediaries.
Transactions are time-stamped and can be
verified in near real-time.

Established companies, particularly those in the
financial industry, are gradually adopting private
distributed ledgers for internal use, as well as for
conducting transactions with trusted partners,
attempting to experiment with the new technology
while maintaining data confidentiality. This also
allows them to comply with regulations, something not
possible under the conditions of complete anonymity of
open networks.

Orchestrated and flexible. Business rules
and smart contracts that execute based
on one or more conditions can be built into
the platform, helping blockchain business
networks to evolve as they mature and
support end-to-end business processes and a
wide range of activities.

Noteworthy industry initiatives to pilot private
distributed ledger technology in financial services
include Digital Asset Holdings, Chain, R3’s Corda
(which describes itself as a distributed ledger
technology but not a blockchain), and Ripple/
Interledger. Linux Foundation’s HyperLedger Project
and Ethereum Enterprise Alliance, while focusing
primarily on the financial sector, have a vision to
test applications beyond financial services, with
HyperLedger already involved in proofs of concept in
supply chain provenance initiatives.

Consensus-based and transactional. All
relevant network participants must agree
that a transaction is valid. This is achieved
by using consensus algorithms. Blockchains
establish the conditions under which a
transaction or asset exchange can occur.
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value
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3. The block is broadcast to

every party in the network.

1. A wants to send money to B.

2. The transaction is

represented online
as a block.

4.Those in the network

approve the transaction
is valid.

6. The money moves from A to B.

FIGURE 3

5. The block then can be added to the

chain, which provides an indelible and
transparent record of transactions.

How does blockchain work?

Source: Financial Times

The blockchain ecosystem is currently in full
experimentation mode, bringing new innovations and
hybrid solutions. Consortia are emerging globally to
discuss and provide solutions, address governance
and industry standard issues, and provide regulatory
insights. These include The Ethereum Enterprise
Alliance and China Ledger, which are attracting
participation from dozens of major industry players,
innovators, regulators, and governments.

While private networks are practical and encourage
other companies to adopt the technology, they
may hinder security, since private blockchains are
paradoxically more vulnerable to external attacks. And
questions about the interoperability of these coexisting
private blockchains may arise in the future.
A heated debate, akin to that of the 1990s Internet
versus intranet concepts, surrounds the question of
open or private networks relating to improved security,
creating new markets, and promoting inclusiveness. 23
However, public or private blockchains are not
mutually exclusive. There may also be “partially
decentralized” blockchains. In these, the right to read
the blockchain may be public, or restricted to the
participants, or have hybrid routes that allow members
of the public to make a limited number of queries.
Additionally, data from a private blockchain can be
periodically fingerprinted (hashed) and sent to a public
one, which can provide additional auditability. 24

Enabling a ‘distributed trust’ system through
Distributed Ledgers—Economic and business
model implications
The innovation of blockchain is capable of transforming
the infrastructure of our economic systems, not only
financial services, where most of the attention is
currently concentrated, but entire global value chains
and revenue models. It offers a chance to reimagine
industries, rebuild financial processes, and build
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markets once considered improbable or unprofitable.
The blockchain provides an infrastructure where trust
in transactions is not brokered by intermediaries—
as has been the case until now—but is embodied
algorithmically in the transaction itself. The algorithmic
consensus process is the trust agent. Its effectiveness can
be further enhanced if combined with the use of smart
contracts and digital compliance (Box 1)

companies such as MedRec and Pokitdok; digital
rights and micropayments innovators such as the Brave
browser, Ascribe, and Open Music Initiative;
identity companies such as Uport, BitNation, and
BanQu; supply chain innovators such as Everledger,
Hyperledger, and Provenance; and peer-to-peer
renewable energy disruptors such as LO3 Energy and
the Sun Exchange. 29

This process of disintermediation and decentralization,
coupled with increased transparency and auditability,
provides for improved efficiency, speed, and
cost reduction (such as in Know-Your-Customer
verification). Its immutability provides for a verifiable
audit trail of any physical or digital asset. 25

Additionally, distributed ledger technology can replace
partially or entirely the government’s role as the direct
authority in identity authentication, issuing certificates,
land titles, storing health records, disseminating
social security benefits, and managing votes and civic
participation.

Financial Services: Blockchain was first used in the
financial services industry, where it has been enabling
digital payment systems and remittances as well
as testing more complex financial instruments and
transactions such as insurance, deposits, lending,
capital raising, and investment management. 26

“We should think about blockchain as
another class of thing like the Internet—a
comprehensive information technology
with tiered technical levels and multiple
classes of applications for any form of
asset registry, inventory, and exchange,
including every area of finance, economics,
and money; hard assets including physical
property; and intangible assets such as votes,
ideas, reputation, intention, health data,
information, etc.”

Global payments, trade finance, and automated
compliance are some of the most active
experimentation domains for blockchain today. There
have been more than 2,500 blockchain related patent
filings and over $1.4 billion in investments in just
three years. 27 At least 24 countries are investing in
the technology, 50 corporations have joined consortia
around it, and 90 banks are in discussions about it
worldwide. Deloitte reports that 80 percent of banks
will be initiating projects on blockchain by next year. 28

— MELANIE SWAN, Founder,
Institute for Blockchain Studies

“A distributed ledger is essentially an asset
database that can be shared across a network
of multiple sites, geographies or institutions.
All participants within the network can have
their own identical copy of the ledger. Any
changes to the ledger are reflected in all
copies in minutes or seconds.”

Beyond financial services—A potential business
and public governance paradigm shift: In principle,
any type of asset can be tokenized, tracked, and
traded through a blockchain. Blockchain can serve as
a registry, inventory system, and transaction platform
for recording, tracking, monitoring, and transferring
rights to different asset classes, including intellectual
property, votes, digital identity, health data, and real
estate. Information about the origin of goods, identity
credentials, and digital rights can be securely stored
and traced with a distributed ledger.

— MARK WALPORT, UK Government
Chief Science Advisor

“It has math. It has its computer science. It has
its cryptography. It has its economics. It has
its political and social philosophy.”

Text BoxAlthough its innovation is in early stages,
blockchain use already includes medical record

— VITALIK BUTERIN, Founder of Ethereum
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Estonia is a good example of how blockchain can
be used in this way, with the country’s blockchainenabled platform, known as X-Road, used to provide
integrated services to citizens across multiple programs.
Similarly, the Dubai government recently announced a
comprehensive blockchain strategy to help its agencies
run more efficiently, with the aim of saving up to 5.5
billion dirhams per year.30

a complete solution to be applied ubiquitously, but
instead is one piece of a well-articulated digital
transformation strategy that probably includes artificial
intelligence and big data management, among other
emerging technologies. Companies need to proceed
deliberately but cautiously, in the context of a thorough
cost-benefit analysis. There is no magic formula that
fits all firms or situations.

Since it operates without the need for a central
authority, distributed ledger technology challenges
the assumptions of governance systems that underpin
today’s business models and economic and political
systems, threatening entire professions and even
governments. Blockchain has both the economic and
organizational potential to reduce costs across global
value chains and ‘redefine an organization’s traditional
boundaries,’ blurring the lines between private and
public, individual and collective.31

Before embarking on a blockchain initiative,
organizations need to determine whether blockchain
is anchored in their strategy and how it will address
existing business problems. They will also need to
decide if blockchain can reduce costs and promote
market expansion, and determine whether and when
to reengineer their business model to stay ahead of the
competition.
Decision makers must also measure the potential
technical, financial, and reputational risks associated
with blockchain implementation, and find ways to hedge
against them, for example by limiting the perimeter
of the project or starting with middle- or back-office
improvements that have no direct customer exposure.
Businesses also need to determine the direct and
organizational costs of testing and adopting blockchain
technology, as it may stress already limited resources. n

CONCLUSION
In the real world, the choices for business leaders
regarding blockchain will not be clear cut. While
the potential of blockchain is immense, so is the
uncertainty surrounding it. The technology is not
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CHAPTER 2

Blockchain in Development—How It Can
Impact Emerging Markets
By Marina Niforos

As discussed in Chapter 1 Blockchain is an innovative new technology with the power to
disrupt existing economic and business models. Blockchain also has enormous potential for
emerging markets. These nations appear poised for a more rapid adoption of blockchain,
though a framework is needed to assess how the technology can be deployed and which
applications and use cases are likely to be seen in the near future. While the potential of
blockchain is great, the technology is still at an early stage of development and will need to
overcome potential setbacks—technical, regulatory, and organizational—before it becomes
mainstream. In such a context of uncertainty, companies in emerging markets can neither
afford to wait until the outcome is evident nor expose their existing business models to overly
risky wholescale blockchain initiatives. Instead, they will need to adopt an experimental
approach that allows them to develop options and thereby learn in the process, inform their
strategies, and improve their value propositions.
and lowering the cost of entry for new entrants.
Nevertheless, given the relatively high costs of the proof
of concept, it is likely that most early adoptions of
blockchain will take place in the form of (i) value-added
applications built on top of existing blockchains such as
bitcoin; (ii) private or semi-private blockchains targeting
process efficiencies in financial services; or (iii) extensive
margin applications enabling new marketplaces.

Blockchain’s full capability is difficult to predict at this
early stage in its development. Yet while most of the
attention surrounding blockchain has taken place in
advanced economies, its greatest potential for decisive
impact may lie in emerging market economies.
In 2016 Christian Catalini, Assistant Professor of
Technological Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and
Strategic Management at MIT’s Sloan School of
Management, and Joshua Gans, Professor of Strategic
Management at the University of Toronto’s Rotman
School of Management, proposed an economic
framework to assess the potential impact of blockchain
and its capacity to disrupt the current market by
reducing verification and networking costs.32

The coexistence of public and private blockchains
is assured, depending on the type of services and
the nature of the industry where they are applied. A
compelling business case for blockchain can be made
in currently neglected or underserved markets, where
there is a less competitive market structure and high
verification costs.

Their paper concluded that when blockchain is
combined with cryptocurrency, marketplaces can
be ‘bootstrapped’ to function without the use of
traditional ‘trusted parties’ and thereby result in
significantly lower networking costs for participants.33

Use cases that are relatively simple to design and
implement, and which are combined with already tested
technological solutions such as cryptocurrencies, will
likely find early adoption (for example, adding a digital
currency payment option for wallets and cross-border
payments). Intra-organizational projects intended to
reduce organizational complexity and reconcile multiple
databases would be another possibility.34

The paper also finds that open blockchains will likely
have the most drastic effect on market structure,
challenging the market power of incumbents
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Yesterday: Closed and centralized

Today: Open and in the cloud
Tomorrow: Open and decentralized

FIGURE 4

Blockchain for Internet of Things

Source: Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Financial services firms are extending that kind of
collaboration to trusted counterparties to reduce
costs through private blockchains. Truly disruptive
blockchain solutions that depart from existing business
practices carry high potential for future growth, but
their heightened complexity and need for stakeholder
collaboration (such as elaborate financial instruments
and smart contracts) will likely delay their adoption.

less incentive to prevent the blockchain revolution, as it
does not massively disrupt existing market conditions.
Global payments and trade finance are examples of
sectors experiencing a flurry of initiatives from market
frontrunners and new entrants alike. Both have high
transaction and verification costs that blockchain can
reduce by improving the speed, transparency, and process.
Emerging market nations have large population
segments that remain underserved in terms of financial
and banking services due to the high cost of customer
acquisition for traditional financial institutions.

Building on this hypothesis, emerging markets appear
poised for a more rapid adoption of blockchain
technology, as they meet many of the conditions listed
above, including high verification costs, underserved
populations, and in many cases have a relative lack of
traditional incumbents with significant market power
to impede new entrants.

In addition, the extensive use of mobile based services,
particularly in Africa and Asia, provides an easy
avenue for a blockchain-based system to extend its
services. Even in lower income countries, mobile
penetration is extremely high, at 83 percent among
the 16-to-65 age bracket.35 If blockchain manages to
provide proof of concept for a viable business model in
payments for mobile banks and other financial players,
it would advance the longstanding developmental goal
of financial inclusion. Serving previously unprofitable
customers and small and medium-sized companies can
generate up to $380 billion in additional revenues.36
So blockchain may provide emerging markets an
opportunity to leapfrog traditional technologies, as

In financial services, for example, the existing
infrastructure is shallow in almost all low-income
countries, many of which have also suffered from derisking in the wake of the financial crisis.
Fortunately, this handicap may accelerate adoption
of blockchain, as a lack of financial infrastructure
also means less organizational resistance to the new
technology and lower transition costs for moving from
a legacy to a new system. Consequently, regulators and
existing financial institutions in emerging markets have
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happened with mobile technology in many emerging
market regions, particularly Sub-Saharan Africa.

These initiatives tend to flourish in markets with
a combination of relative volatility due to political
or currency risk, an absence of a strong traditional
banking system, large underserved customer segments,
a digital or mobile finance culture, and explicit support
or tolerance by regulators. In this sector, blockchain
initiatives tend to be open networks, backed by a
cryptocurrency—usually bitcoin—and tend to be local.

Financial services
In the financial services sector blockchain initiatives
fall under two main categories.
The first is process efficiency rationale, which occurs
in countries with established financial market leaders
(typical in OECD countries). Blockchain projects
in such cases focus on a gradual application of the
technology, leveraging process efficiencies in existing
business models and utilizing private or semi-private
blockchains, either within their organization or
through consortia such as R3, Hyperledger, and Digital
Asset Holdings.

Examples of such start-ups include BitPesa (Kenya),
Bitso (Mexico), Remit.ug (Uganda), Satoshi Tango
(Argentina), BitSpark (Hong Kong), OkCoin (China),
OkLink/Coinsensure (India), CoiNnect (Mexico/
Argentina), Rebit and Coin.ph (Philippines). There
are also large players in this space, including
MPesa, a mobile money transfer service launched by
telecommunications giant Vodafone in Kenya, and
e-commerce companies, including AliPay, a subsidiary
of China’s Alibaba.

And the second is new market creation rationale, in
which new market players target the inefficiencies of
existing business models to deliver value in emerging
markets. These can be start-up businesses originating
from advanced or from emerging market economies,
or large non-financial players that see an opportunity
in expanding the value chain of a current service.
Global payments, or remittances, and digital wallets
are examples.

FIGURE 5

China is a noteworthy player in this classification, with
companies that have a dynamic presence in both segments
(start-ups and large established players), with regional
coverage across Asia and venture capital investors who
have global ambitions beyond emerging markets.
Bridging the institutional gap. The positive effect
of blockchain in emerging markets can be not only

Blockchain Strategy Assessment Matrix

Source: Marina Niforos
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Blockchain (r)evolution: What’s next?

technological, but also institutional. From a governance
and societal perspective, blockchain’s features of
transparency can also serve to bridge the ‘trust deficit’
and put pressure on governments to improve services
to citizens, forcing them to become more accountable
and eliminating the need for decades of institutional
development.

Distributed ledgers technology is evolving rapidly,
driven by internal forces aimed at correcting some
of the technology’s limitations, with easy-to-use
alternatives like Ethereum and other disruptive
technologies that are shaping the Fourth Industrial
Revolution.37 The combination of these innovative
forces, including cognitive computing, robotics, the
Internet of Things, and advanced analytics, will
combine to create ideal conditions for altering the
current economic infrastructure.38

For example, in 2016 the Dubai Government
established a Global Blockchain Council to assist
governments and industry on how to best leverage the
technology to improve services to citizens.

Smart contracts: With the advent of Ethereum, the
“smart contract” concept was introduced, embodying
a second-generation blockchain platform dissociating
the digital representation of assets on the chain from
digital currencies such as bitcoin. In addition to the
speed and efficiency achieved through distributed
ledger technology, smart contracts provide the ability
to execute more complex and sophisticated tasks
among parties.39

Recent developments
Although it is still too early for definitive conclusions,
2016 saw a trend in terms of the flow of capital and
investments in the blockchain industry, according to
data provided by research firm CB Insights. There were
signs that the sector is moving beyond hype and toward
an inflection point, with a consolidating interest
from large corporates and venture capitalists into
more complex financial applications, as well as global
diversification:

Unlike traditional contracts, smart contracts are
embedded in code and can receive information and
take actions based on predefined rules. They can be
used in numerous scenarios, including the transfer of
property titles, settlement of financial derivatives, and
royalty payments for artists. The biggest impact is
anticipated to be a combination of smart contracts and
the Internet of Things.40

• Investment into the sector remained flat with
respect to 2015 (at $550 million) but still significant
(it stood at $5 million in 2012), with capital
concentrated into fewer deals, signifying perhaps an
end to the investment bubble.
• Corporate venture capitalists entered the market
dynamically, with investments rising 24 percent
in 2016, to $52 million, a sign that industry is
mobilizing seriously around the technology.

Internet of Things (IoT): Internet of Things platforms
tend to have a centralized model in which a broker
or hub controls interactions between devices, an
arrangement that can be expensive and impractical.
Blockchain can alter that by decentralizing secured
and trusted data exchanges and record keeping on IoT
platforms, serving as a general ledger that maintains a
trusted record of all messages exchanged between smart
devices. It thus provides transactional capability for both
person-to-person and machine-to-machine transactions
in an increasingly interconnected world of multiple,
enabled devices such as sensors and smart devices.41

• Financial services remained the most active
corporate investors, with major banks joining.
• While the United States still dominated the sector
with a 54 percent deal market share, its relative
proportion diminished as Asia’s share increased
threefold to 23 percent; Asia emerged as a global
venture capital investor in major deals.
• The sector matured with blockchain companies
emerging beyond financial services, to the
Internet of Things, identity management, and
content distribution and supply chain, including
Mediachain, BitMark, Filament, SatoshiPay, and
Cambridge Blockchain.

This transactional capability among intelligent devices
can facilitate the emergence of new business models.
For instance, devices could also be used as miners,
earning cryptocurrency rewards for the blockchain
verification process. By dedicating computing cycles
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How many copies
of the ledger?

ONE

Traditional ledger;
e.g. a personal bank account

OWNER GROUP

Permissioned, private shared ledger;
e.g. Bankchain, a clearing and
settlement network
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Permissioned, public shared ledger
(i.e. a distributed ledger);
e.g. Ripple, a global financial
transactions systems

ANY USER, BY
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Unpermissioned,
public shared ledger;
e.g. bitcoin, a cryptocurrency

MANY

Who can use
these copies?

ANYONE

Who maintains integrity
of the ledger?

FIGURE 6

Distributed Ledger Taxonomy

Source: Consult Hyperion

Distributed autonomous organizations: Distributed
Autonomous Organizations are, in effect, virtual
distributed firms. They consist of collections of smart
contracts written on the Ethereum blockchain, which
together define the corporate governance of the
organization without resorting to a traditional vertical
managerial structure.45

during idle time to securing a digital ledger, a cellular
phone plan, for example, could be partially subsidized
through its mining chip.42
A blockchain-enabled Internet of Things can be applied
to various scenarios, from industry to government,
energy, agriculture, health, science, education, and the
arts. IBM makes a compelling case in its report, Device
Democracy: Saving the Future of Internet of Things,
in favor of blockchain as the catalyst for rebooting
the Internet of Things. It describes blockchain as “the
framework for facilitating transaction processing and
coordination among interacting devices. …Devices are
empowered to autonomously execute digital contracts
allowing them to function as self-maintaining, selfservicing devices.”43

Taken collectively, smart contracts amount to a
series of bylaws and other founding documents that
determine how an organization’s constituency—
including anyone around the world who possesses
DAO tokens bought with ethers—votes on decisions,
allocates resources and, in theory, create a wide-range
of possible returns.46 Decisions are made through
collective voting.

In collaboration with Samsung, IBM revealed a
successful proof of concept in 2015, combining the
Internet of Things with blockchain to develop the
Autonomous Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Telemetry, a
distributed IoT network that aims to provide a lowcost, secure way for devices to interact.44

The decentralized nature of a Distributed Autonomous
Organization’s “management structure” is
revolutionary, striking at the heart of traditional
hierarchical organizational models, the firms that have
been the foundation of our economic system since the
First Industrial Revolution. Blockchain technology
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blurs the lines between the market and the firm since
it creates a more efficient way to manage the high
transaction costs of economic coordination.47

potentially be cross referenced and deciphered, despite
the ‘anonymity’ on the blockchain.
Can regulation adapt quickly enough? This is arguably
the most important hurdle preventing rapid adoption
of blockchain. The existing regulatory framework has
not been able to keep up with the rapid pace of digital
innovation. Unclear or hostile regulations and a lack of
government recognition of digital assets can deter the
onboarding of any new technology, including blockchain.

The emergence of network-centered models based on
blockchain technology can challenge the preeminence
of existing digital platform giants and provide the
underlying framework for a shared economy and
reconfigured economic activity.
Potential setbacks

For distributed ledgers technology to be accepted in the
financial services industry, it will need to comply with
existing Know Your Customer/Anti Money Laundering
regulations. Some countries, including the United
Kingdom, China, and Singapore, have taken a hands-on
approach to understanding the new regulatory needs,
appointing special task forces to advise the government
on its strategy or forming public-private partnerships,
while others have adopted an arm’s-length approach,
awaiting developments from the industry.

Despite the enormous potential that blockchain
technology presents, technical, organizational, and
regulatory challenges remain that stand in the way of
its widespread adoption.
Can the network grow? The consensus based nature of
blockchain validation mechanisms requires significant
computational power and can delay transaction speed
as the demand for data storage increases. This poses
a serious technical obstacle to the scalability of the
blockchain system and to attaining economies of scale.

What is it going to cost? Another critical challenge
is the potentially high costs, both financial and
organizational, associated with the implementation
of blockchain technology, even for a pilot phase.
Companies need to weigh the potential but uncertain
benefits that may result from the adoption of
blockchain against the present and real costs of testing
use cases. These costs include issues of integration with
legacy systems as well as the limited a pool of qualified
human capital needed to bring a blockchain project
to fruition. Firms in the financial sector are forming
consortia with a view to mutualize costs so that the
blockchain infrastructure can serve as an interoperable
industry utility, yet issues of alignment and conflicts of
interest among the various players remain.

Is it secure? The 2016 cyber-attacks on Distributed
Autonomous Organizations, the result of a
vulnerability of smart contracts, highlights
cybersecurity as a concern for blockchain and indicates
that the technology has not yet reached its maturity.
Can different blockchains work together? In order to
benefit from a distributed system, the establishment
of industrywide collaboration and common standards
for interoperability is critical. However, the technology
is still in its pilot phase and a certain period of
prototyping will be necessary before industry standards
emerge, suggesting that industrywide standards are not
likely in the near term.
In the financial services sector, consortia initiatives are
currently underway to provide space for coordination
among stakeholders, such as Fabric by Hyperledger and
R3 Corda.

These roadblocks, while not insurmountable, indicate
that blockchain most likely will not have an immediate
disruptive effect across industries. Adoption is likely to
be gradual over the next five to ten years, and widespread
onboarding will be necessary to attain full economies of
scale and leverage the full network effects.48 The financial
services sector is the first to mobilize in a concerted
manner, as they are currently investing and are adopting
a try, learn, and adapt approach.

Is data privacy guaranteed? Several ambiguities and
concerns remain unresolved concerning data protection
in the context of blockchain applications, including
choice of applicable law and jurisdiction, right-to-beforgotten inapplicability, and the availability of data
to all parties. On the last issue, there are concerns
regarding the vulnerability of personal data that could
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CONCLUSION

required by participants and compliance requirements,
firms will decide what blockchain tools to deploy
(choice or private, semi-private or open networks) and
whether they will be better served by developing the
project in collaboration with external partners.

On the road to blockchain implementation, two
important risks should not be underestimated. First
is the legislative and regulatory environment and how
it may affect distributed ledger technologies in the
jurisdictions in question, including compliance and data
privacy. Second is an organization’s capacity for change
and the talent pool available for dealing with the shift
in the operations and culture of the organization.49
The decision-making process needs to originate in the
company’s value proposition and its strategic vision
and direction, moving to an analysis of how blockchain
is affecting that space and how it could provide
improvements in the company’s value proposition, or
even create new markets for the business.

This process should lead to the selection of one or
two pilots to render quick wins, to learn from the
experience, and to provide informed feedback on how
to adjust longer-term efforts. Whatever their choice
and degree of involvement, companies must seriously
consider the far-reaching implications of blockchain by
conducting their own research to determine how it may
impact their market and future value proposition, and
then plan accordingly.
In doing so, companies will need to strike a balance
between developing internal competencies and
experimenting, while effectively managing potential
risks and costs. To hedge exposure to risk, they may
wish to pursue partnerships with industry peers and
start-ups to mutualize costs of infrastructure building,
as well as consider the regulatory threats and anticipate
the governance complexity of consortia. n

A review of key assessment criteria should link any
investments to the value proposition, and should focus
on providing business partners and customers with
improvements in speed, convenience, and control
over the product or service involved. Depending on
the complexity of the process and the degree of trust
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CHAPTER 3
Can Blockchain Technology Address
De-Risking in Emerging Markets?
By Vijaya Ramachandran and Thomas Rehermann

Blockchain, or distributed ledger technology, has the potential to address many problems
in emerging markets. In this note we consider whether blockchain can be used to mitigate
the problem of de-risking by financial institutions, which affects receivers of remittances,
businesses that need correspondent banking relationships, and charities working in conflict
countries. Blockchain is an evolving technology, and understanding its scope and limitations
will be critical to employing it to address these and related issues.
Blockchain is a shared digital ledger

At its simplest, blockchain is an online database for the
exchange of information that takes place on a digital
network to form a secure, transparent, and easy-touse platform. This technology can be used to send
money between countries, verify land ownership, share
electricity across grids, and reduce the cost to banks of
verifying customers and transactions.

Let us now consider a more technical definition. A ledger
is a book or computer file that records transactions.
Blockchain technology is a shared digital ledger wherein
transactions can be recorded and verified without
recourse to a central authority to oversee the transaction.
Shared: Traditionally, computing services run on
centralized networks in which a central server
distributes information to computers (clients) on a
network. A digital ledger is different—it is replicated
and distributed across nodes—several computers
around the world that compete to verify transactions in
a peer-to-peer network—where information is shared
by all parties engaged with the transaction.

Blockchain allows data to be stored securely and
accessed by multiple users without recourse to a trusted
third party such as a bank. Instead, a network of users
verifies and stores the information.
What is blockchain or distributed ledger
technology?
The term ‘blockchain’ refers to the way that data are
stored. Transactions are recorded in time-stamped
“blocks” and each block is connected to previous
blocks, forming a chain of transactions. This chain
is stored by all users on a network; every time a new
block is verified and added, the entire chain is updated
simultaneously across users.

Unlike a centralized network where there is one hub
or server and every other node is a client, blockchain
has smaller mini-hubs where a peer-to-peer network,
consisting of equal peer nodes, functions as both client
and server. Each peer on the blockchain provides
computing power and stores a replicated version of
the ledger, thereby creating consensus and sharing the
responsibility of governance.

Currently, when buying, selling, or verifying the
ownership of an asset, individuals must rely on
institutions such as banks, credit card companies,
or governments. Blockchain technology provides
an alternative to that method by making use of
cryptography and computer code to generate the trust
that would otherwise be provided by an institution.

Recorded and verified: Transactions on the blockchain
are confirmed by all participants on the network,
and once they are recorded they become secure from
revision and tampering. Banks spend significant
resources to reconcile records with counterparties.
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By contrast, blockchain technology updates and stores
information in real time, and has the potential to vastly
reduce the costs of reconciliation.

In 2013, Barclays Bank informed over 140 United
Kingdom-based remittance companies that their
accounts would be closed. Following this and
similar de-banking episodes in the United States and
Australia, only larger money transfer organizations
have had access to bank accounts. Reports from
industry associations indicate that several smaller
players in the money service sector have had to
close, become agents of larger businesses, or even
disguise the true nature of their operations in order
to obtain or keep a bank account. De-banking
of money service businesses can impact global
remittances, a vital source of finance for poorer
countries that totals some $440 billion a year—over
three times the amount of foreign aid disbursed.

The problem of de-risking in the
financial sector
De-risking is a common response to regulations related
to anti-money laundering or combating the financing
of terror (AML/CFT).50 Although financial crimes
such as money laundering, terrorism financing, and tax
evasion are serious offenses which may have negative
repercussions for both wealthy and poor nations,
anti-money laundering regulations intended to counter
these types of financial crimes may sometimes serve to
hinder capital flows, especially to individuals in poorer
countries. They may also reduce the transparency of
financial flows.

• Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) delivering
humanitarian assistance to vulnerable individuals
in post-disaster or conflict situations. These
organizations are affected by de-risking because
they can fall outside of a bank’s narrowed risk
appetite.

Tougher banking regulations require banks to assess
the risks of doing business in countries with weak
anti-money laundering regimes or customers who
might be engaged in illicit activity. Failure to do so
could cost banks heavy penalties. However, regulatory
guidance on how to manage these risks is often vague
and contradictory. As a result, to reduce their own
risks banks have become more conservative and less
discretionary when evaluating customers.

• Small to medium-sized firms in poor countries.
Their ability to apply for credit often depends on the
rating of local banks vis-a-vis larger international
financial institutions and the global financial
system. Rich-country banks increasingly report
withdrawing correspondent banking services from
banks in high-risk jurisdictions, including those in
poor countries.

Available evidence suggests that some banks are
denying services to firms, market segments, and entire
countries that appear to have higher risk and lower
profit, and that could cause costly future fines or legal
issues. In short, banks are engaging in de-risking entire
segments of customers rather than judging the risk
levels of clients on a discretionary basis.51

How can blockchain help?
Blockchain technology can help with de-risking by
reducing regulatory compliance costs while increasing
the transparency of transactions. In particular,
blockchain has the potential to reduce compliance costs
associated with “Know Your Customer” requirements.

Who loses from de-risking?
The poor and economically vulnerable—and
organizations that serve them—stand to lose the most
from this type of de-risking. They include:

Lower customer verification costs and greater
transparency can mitigate de-risking by financial
institutions while also benefiting senders and recipients
of remittances, businesses needing trade finance, and
charities operating in conflict areas.52

• Migrants who remit money across borders to their
families and therefore require a healthy money
transfer sector. Money transfer organizations that
are denied services by banks are often forced to use
services that carry higher transactional fees or that
are based in less transparent jurisdictions.

Financial institutions dedicate a significant amount
of resources to complying with Know Your Customer
requirements. They must meet these requirements
when taking on a new customer even if the customer’s
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identity and credentials have already been verified by
another financial institution. A Thompson Reuters
survey found that Know Your Customer costs
are, on average, $60 million per year for financial
institutions.53 Some institutions spend up to $500
million a year on procedures to verify customers that
can take several months.

created a “regulatory sandbox”55 to allow institutions
to test new products and services.56 A new report from
the United Nations Economic Commission on Latin
America and the Caribbean argues that, with the
appropriate enabling environment, there are blockchainbased solutions that might be used to address the
problem of de-risking in Caribbean countries.57

Blockchain has the potential to improve this situation.
As discussed earlier, each block of information contains
a record of valid transactions with time stamps, and
carries the history of all transactions on the network by
including a reference to the previous block. And while
the blockchain can replace a centralized authority or
trusted third party, its multiple users can also ensure
that any data stored is extremely difficult to change or
tamper with. This feature, combined with biometric
identification or Know Your Customer utilities, can be
an effective, inexpensive way to verify customers and
their transactions.

The use of blockchain for remittances
Blockchain might also be used to conduct transactions
between two fiat currencies. A local currency can be
converted to bitcoin and transferred between customers
across countries in a manner that is cheaper and
more secure than traditional methods of sending and
receiving remittances.
Seamus Cantillon of Marino Software Insights argues
that blockchain combined with biometric ID can lower
Know Your Customer costs. He outlines six steps by
which financial institutions can identify customers and/
or transactions:58

Blockchain is not a perfect technology; nor is it
impervious to hackers. While it enables the protection
of confidential information, the level of anonymity
it allows can be problematic, leaving it open for bad
actors to conceal their identities and making the
tracking of individual payments difficult.

1. A customer is onboarded to the blockchain
2. A customer’s personal information, Know Your
Customer documents and biometric data is added to
the blockchain with appropriate encryption

Yet blockchain could also bolster anti-money
laundering efforts, according to the Bipartisan Policy
Center. “Blockchain could give banks and regulators
access to far more detailed transactional and crossinstitutional data than is currently available, allowing
them to peer deeper into financial networks to identify
bad actors. Furthermore, the distributed nature of
blockchain technology makes it difficult for criminals
to falsify transactional data to cover their tracks.
All of this could take place in real-time, giving law
enforcement the precious time they need to identify
terrorist plots before they happen. However, this
additional speed would need to be balanced against
privacy concerns that could arise depending on how
such a system were implemented.”54

3. A customer’s biometric data along with a PIN would
act as a key for transactions

Given the technology’s enormous potential, regulators
should fully explore how blockchain can improve the
current anti-money laundering system. There should
also be room for experimentation. For example, the
UK Financial Conduct Authority’s Project Innovate has

Customers can send money in a fiat currency (such
as Kenyan shillings) to BitPesa, which converts it to
bitcoin and transfers it to designated mobile money
accounts, to then be converted back into another fiat
currency. BitPesa charges a 3 percent remittance fee

4. A customers’ transaction is recorded and validated by
a consensus algorithm on the peer-to-peer network
5. With customer authorization, a financial institution
can access a customer’s record for verification
6. Further changes to the record would be validated by
the network
Cantillon paints an optimistic picture, yet there
are concerns about storing personal identification
information on a blockchain. Nonetheless, blockchainbased businesses are emerging, including Kenya’s BitPesa,
a remittance service that allows customers to send money
across countries using the cryptocurrency bitcoin.
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for this service. By contrast, BitPesa’s main competitor
M-Pesa charges fees up to 30 percent for registered
users and 66 percent for unregistered users. BitPesa’s
website says that it can now transfer money from
Nigeria, Tanzania, and Uganda to any bank in China.

Category

BitBond, a German firm that offers peer-to-peer
loans using bitcoin blockchain, announced that it is
teaming up with BitPesa to provide financing for small
businesses in Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda, and Tanzania.
New borrowers can have financing from BitBond paid
into a local currency mobile money account or bank
account in as little as 20 minutes.
The use of blockchain for trade finance
While many financial institutions are embracing
blockchain, others remain skeptical. Some are opposed to
making large investments in a technology that they argue
may not be profitable.59 Others are making significant
investments in building blockchain-based networks.
Hyperledger, an open source collaborative effort created
to advance cross-industry blockchain technologies, is an
example. Hosted by The Linux Foundation, it includes
ABN-AMRO, ANZ Bank, Deutsche Borse Group, BNP
Paribas, BNY Mellon, State Street Bank, Wells Fargo,
and other financial institutions.

Blockchain,
Internet
of Things,
Traditional and Smart
process
Contracts

TRANSPARENCY: All supply chain
partners update data in real time
within one system

No

YES

COST EFFICIENCY: No physical
documents or transportation. No
risk of duplication or loss.

No

YES

CUSTOMIZABLE: Tailored,
individual insurance policies.

No

YES

CONVENIENT: All parties work off
same ledger, all online and instant

No

YES

SECURE: Verifiable and immutable
data to reduce fraud risk

No

YES

TABLE 1 Traditional process vs blockchain
proof of concept
Source: Commonwealth Bank of Australia

feature provided all parties with greater certainty
compared with traditional open account and trade
instruments such as letters of credit, which focus on
documents and data.61

In October 2016 the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia, Wells Fargo, and international cotton
producer Brighann Cotton announced the first global
trade transaction between two independent banks
combining blockchain with smart contracts and the
Internet of Things. The transaction involved financing
a shipment of cotton from Texas, in the United States,
to Qingdao, China, using a distributed ledger algorithm
known as the Skuchain’s Brackets system.

According to the Commonwealth Bank, the use of
blockchain technology created transparency between
buyer and seller, a higher level of security, and the
ability to track a shipment in real time. Advancing
from paper ledgers and manual processes to electronic
tracking on a distributed ledger reduced errors and
transaction times from several days to a few minutes.
Commonwealth Bank and Wells Fargo indicate that they
will continue to collaborate with trade finance clients,
financial institutions, fintech companies and consortiums,
and businesses in the insurance and shipping industries
to explore the potential of distributed ledger technology.
Table 1 above shows a schematic of costs and benefits of
traditional processes versus blockchain, as seen from the
perspective of the two banks.

According to the Commonwealth Bank’s press release, this
trade “involved an open account transaction, mirroring
a letter of credit, executed through a collaborative
workflow on a private distributed ledger between the
seller (Brighann Cotton US); the buyer (Brighann Cotton
Marketing Australia) and their respective banks (Wells
Fargo and Commonwealth Bank).”60
The parties involved in this transaction introduced a
physical supply-chain trigger to confirm the geographic
location of goods in transit before a notification was
sent to allow for release of payment. This tracking

Barclays Bank provides an additional example. In 2016
it enlisted Wave, an Israel-based fintech, to develop a
blockchain-based system for settling trades. A letter
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of credit was generated between Seychelles Trading
Company, a food distributor, and Ornua, an Irish
agriculture co-operative, through Wave’s blockchain
platform, guaranteeing the shipment of dairy products
worth nearly $100,000 from the Seychelles to Ireland.
The transaction was settled using smart contracts.62

A blockchain system allows individuals to undertake
instant and transparent global transactions, and quickly
correct documentation errors, while avoiding delays for
the importer receiving the original bill of lading.
Many banks are considering the potential of
blockchain technology. Natixis, HSBC, KBC, Société
Générale, UniCredit, Rabobank, and Deutsche Bank
have signed a memorandum of understanding to
develop a Digital Trade Chain, a new product based
on a prototype tool that allows cross-border trade for
small businesses using blockchain.64 Alfa Bank and
S7 Airlines have also tested blockchain technology by
recording a letter of credit on a blockchain platform
and settling the transaction using a smart contract.65

Traditional trade finance requires an enormous amount
of paperwork—in bills of lading, insurance certificates,
certificates of origin, letters of credit, bills of exchange,
and invoices—to transport goods around the world
(see Figure 7 below for an example of a traditional
transaction between institutions located in Tanzania
and Germany).
The most inefficient step, according to Jeremy Wilson,
vice-chairman of corporate banking at Barclay’s Bank,
is the bill of lading, which he notes “can take weeks
to get to the other side of the planet.”63 A standard
bill of lading (of which there are over 12 common
types), includes the description of goods, quantity,
weight, freight details, port of loading and discharge,
final destination, shipper name, and so on. If issued
incorrectly, the forwarder could lose the shipment.

Although examples of NGOs using blockchain to
transfer money are not readily available, it is not difficult
to see the potential of a platform such as BitPesa. There
remains, however, the problem of ensuring transparency
when the cryptocurrency is converted to fiat currency.
But in the interim there is scope for business-to-business
transactions in the NGO sector. Blockchain-based
applications are currently being tested by NGOs for
purposes other than financial transactions.

TANZANIA

GERMANY

Importer can purchase
equipment, which will increase
labor productivity and oupout,
which will increase revenues
and allow for growth and
support new jobs. Importer
cannot risk prepaying for the
equipment as (1) he does not
trust that the experoter will ship
the goods as arranged once he
has sent payment and (2) he
needs the working capital to
maintain his current operations.

Local bank would like
to help its client and
agrees to transmit
payment to the
exporter once goods
are received, but
needs clarity on exact
specifications.

German bank is not
familiar with the
Tanzanian bank and
is unwilling to take
payment risk.

Exporter does not trust
that the importer or
the importer’s bank will
pay him (on time) if he
delivers goods to order
specifications. Thus he will
not ship the goods without
receiving full payment in
advance.

IMPORTER:
CEMENT COMPANY

TANZANIAN BANK
(ISSUING)

GERMAN BANK
(CONFIRMING)

EXPORTER:
MACHINERY COMPANY

TRADE FINANCE
FIGURE 7

Traditional Model of Trade Finance

Source: IFC
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Can blockchain be truly transformational?

a new way to process transactions in trade finance and
cross border settlements.

Blockchain and distributed ledger technology have
tremendous potential in various sectors. There are
several examples of blockchain technology being
used in the electricity sector, including a startup
called Grid Singularity, which explores “pay as you
go” solar power with financial transactions recorded
on a blockchain.

But other applications, such as self-executing smart
contracts, may take a while—perhaps decades—to
gain wide use. Iansiti and Lakahni caution that as the
scale and impact of blockchain transactions increase,
adoption of the technology will require significant
institutional change and will pose very real challenges
to governments, regulators, and financial institutions.

It is still too early to tell if blockchain will become
a widely used technology. Marco Iansiti and Karim
Lakhani at Harvard Business School argue that
blockchain is a foundational technology, similar to
TCP/IP technology that was introduced in 1972 and
powers the Internet as we know it today.66 They argue
that “single use” applications that are low in novelty
and complexity, such as payments made with bitcoin
or blockchain-based Know Your Customer credentials,
are already appearing in the financial sector and will
likely spread across at least some parts of the sector.
Innovation that is quite novel but needs only a few
users—such as private distributed ledgers or peer-topeer networks—appears to be underway. As discussed
above, some banks are testing blockchain technology as

CONCLUSION
Blockchain is an exciting new technology that has the
potential to reduce the costs of verifying customer
transactions, thereby widening access to financial services
in emerging markets. The examples discussed in this note
describe significant changes in the way transactions are
made and recorded. It is likely that the major players in
the financial sector will continue to make investments
in blockchain technology. We do not yet know whether
blockchain will become a technology that is widely
used. At the very least, this will take time and will
involve significant changes to the regulatory regimes and
institutions that govern economic activity. n
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EM COMPASS NOTE 43

CHAPTER 4

Blockchain in Financial Services in Emerging
Markets—Current Trends
By Marina Niforos

Financial institutions around the world find themselves continually barraged by external
innovations they are often unable to absorb and internalize. The emergence of innovative
digital financial technologies has challenged traditional players in the sector by demonstrating
new ways to deliver value across the entire financial value chain. Blockchain, or distributed
ledger technology, is just such a disruptive—and possibly game-changing—innovation.
Emerging markets are in general characterized by low banking penetration, the exit of
financial players from certain markets, strong demand for financial inclusion both from
individual consumers and small businesses, high levels of mobile penetration, and less
developed business infrastructure and financial sector incumbents. These conditions in
combination can be a powerful catalyst for the adoption of blockchain-based financial
solutions and can provide the basis for a technological leap forward and a boost to financial
inclusion and growth.
Blockchain, or distributed ledger technology, is a
digital, distributed, immutable transaction ledger
that replaces a central authority (or ‘middleman’)
with algorithms. By doing so it offers numerous
opportunities for cost savings while opening new
market segments for existing financial institutions and
new players alike.67

the financial sector.68 (See Figure 8 for Blockchain basic
functionalities).
Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency that emerged in 2009,
provided the first widespread use of blockchain. Since
then, the technology has been synonymous with digital
currencies. Yet the early abuse of bitcoin by criminal
enterprises may have hindered the development
of blockchain. Many other digital currencies have
since emerged, including ether, the crypto-currency
token used on the Ethereum distributed applications
platform, the closest challenger to Bitcoin.

Distributed ledger technology is still in an early stage
of development and deployment, yet it is widely
thought to have the potential to deliver a new wave
of innovation to the financial technology, or fintech,
ecosystem by providing a ‘trustless’ distributed system
to exchange value.

Today a number of experiments are taking place in the
financial industry that attempt to broaden the use of
blockchain beyond its use as a digital fiat. These range
from relatively straightforward solutions such as money
transfers, to more complex financial instruments
enabled by the introduction of ethereum and smart
contracts, such as trade clearance and settlement.

This does not mean that the new system is not
trustworthy. Instead, blockchain’s unique technology
eliminates the need for ‘trusted’ intermediary to
guarantee the authenticity of and register a transaction,
and thus could have the same transformative impact
for the transfer of value that the Internet had for the
transfer of information. As described by the World
Economic Forum, it is the future “beating heart” of

Based on research conducted by Catalini and Gans
(2016), EMCompass Notes 40 and 4169 detailed a
conceptual framework that assesses the evolution of
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How many copies
of the ledger?

ONE

Traditional ledger;
e.g. a personal bank account

OWNER GROUP

Permissioned, private shared ledger;
e.g. Bankchain, a clearing and
settlement network

TRUSTED LEDGER
OWNERS OR ACTORS,
BY VALIDATION

Permissioned, public shared ledger
(i.e. a distributed ledger);
e.g. Ripple, a global financial
transactions systems

ANY USER, BY
UNTRUSTED
CONSENSUS

Unpermissioned,
public shared ledger;
e.g. bitcoin, a cryptocurrency

MANY

Who can use
these copies?

ANYONE

Who maintains integrity
of the ledger?

FIGURE 8

Blockchain basics

Source: Consult Hyperion

with blockchain company Chain to build Visa B2B
Connect, an enterprise blockchain infrastructure to
facilitate international financial transactions for their
corporate clients.

blockchain adoption across markets based on (i) the
market power of incumbents; and, (ii) the complexity
and associated costs of the solutions proposed. It predicts
that future developments will be propelled by the drive
to create new markets, where competition and barriers
to entry are lower, or to target process efficiencies in
existing operations, where current players maintain
considerable market power. Additionally, valueadded applications built on top of existing blockchain
functionalities would be the early use cases of blockchain
by financial institutions, according to the research.70

Established financial institutions are more likely
to use blockchain for intra-organizational projects
intended to reduce organizational complexity, improve
efficiency, and reduce costs. Banks and major financial
institutions are working both collaboratively and
independently to develop blockchain technology, as
seen in the proliferation of global consortia (see below).

The framework also makes supports the idea that
blockchain technology could have a strong impact in
markets currently neglected or underserved by financial
institutions, with a less competitive market structure
and high verification costs. These conditions are typical
in emerging markets.

Emerging markets, despite getting a later start on
blockchain than the United States and Western Europe,
have been catching up, with strong performances in
2016–17, in particular by Asia (see EMCompass Note
44). And governments and regulators are taking notice,
and trying to fashion appropriate responses.

Current developments show that use cases that
are relatively simple to design and implement are
appearing. For instance, digital wallet AliPay is adding
a bitcoin option for its customers. Visa has partnered

In India, the legalization of bitcoin is a hotly-contested
policy issue between the Ministry of Finance, which
would like to tax it, and the Reserve Bank of India,
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which has declared bitcoin illegal and in breach of antimoney laundering provisions.71 The Indian situation is
an example of how distributed ledger technology has
the power to act as a disrupter, but also as an enabler
to market players, changing business models and
influencing the governance of the global financial system.

As a result, blockchain innovation has been closely
linked to the efforts of large financial institutions that
focus on process efficiency initiatives. These firms have
started testing distributed ledger technology solutions
to address specific problems or improvements in their
business processes, including data reconciliation,
clearance, settlement, regulatory compliance, and entry
into new segments or markets.74

Recent venture capital developments also indicate
that the financial industry is mobilizing around the
potential impact of blockchain on their business, and is
beginning to invest in related research and development
and is testing applications.72 Investment in blockchain
is gaining momentum, with approximately $1 billion
of venture capital investment over the last 24 months
($500 million in 50 venture capital deals in 2016 alone)
and the trend is expected to grow rapidly.

Consistent with the conceptual framework mentioned
above, major global banks and financial intermediaries
are working closely with blockchain companies to
explore use cases that are relevant to their business and
learn how the new technology may impact their legacy
systems and infrastructure. They are also entering
into consortia (some more than one) to mutualize
development and potential transition costs, as well as
race to establish standards for the emerging technology.

A 2017 McKinsey survey found that the global
banking industry is expected to spend $400 million
on blockchain related projects by 2019. Some 70
percent of financial organizations are in the early
stages of experimentation with the technology and
most executives expect to see material impact in
mainstreaming it in the next five years. A first rough
estimate of limited applications, driven mostly from a
cost reduction perspective, suggests significant value
creation on the order of $70 to $85 billion.73

Most corporate initiatives so far have taken the form
of enterprise or permissioned (private) blockchains,
as companies attempt to manage a trade-off between
leveraging the new but still unproven innovation and
preserving the integrity of their existing business
concerns. Post-Trade Distributed Ledger Group brings
together global banks, custodians, central securities
depositories, clearing houses, exchanges, regulators,
government agencies, and central banks from all
continents to share information and ideas about how
distributed ledger technologies can transform the posttrade landscape.

This note seeks to: examine current macrotrends of the
blockchain ecosystem in the financial services industry
and areas where the technology is being actively tested;
analyze the implications of the technology on business
models; and identify use cases with the most dynamic
uptake, from the perspectives of both efficiency in
existing processes, and of market creation.

The newly launched (February 2017) Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance (EEA) aims to leverage large
corporate investments in the private Ethereum
blockchain, bringing together Fortune 500 companies,
startups, and other stakeholders.

EMCompass Note 44 will provide a brief overview of
specific regional developments in emerging markets
with regard to blockchain.

Interest in comparing alternatives to blockchain is also
great, evidenced by broad industry participation to the
R3 consortium, an alternative distributed consensus
ledger.75 This group has grown to include more than 70
global banks, despite the highly publicized departures by
Goldman Sachs and Santander in 2016, which reportedly
were due to governance conflicts. Corda, its underlying
protocol, is technically more of a messaging protocol.
Ripple, which offers a blockchain-like technology and
network for faster settlement of international payments,
has more than 75 banking clients globally.

Potential Impact of blockchain on the
financial services sector—Current
developments and trends
The drive for efficiency in existing businesses. Most
of the attention surrounding blockchain has centered
on the United States and Western European countries,
particularly on the financial services industry, where
the technology is expected to have a major impact due
to its ability to reduce transaction costs.
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In addition, financial services firms have also entered
the blockchain space as investors, with corporate
venture capitalists becoming the most active investors
in bitcoin and blockchain technology in 2016–17.

such as telecommunications or ecommerce companies.
Such actors are rapidly moving to introduce new
business models and services, and are transforming in
the process the value chain and challenging traditional
players such as banks. Consistent with the framework
mentioned in EM Compass notes 40 and 41, the
majority of these initiatives focus on value-added yet
fairly simple design applications.

Create new markets. On the other end of the spectrum,
blockchain is a disruptive technology that offers the
possibility of reengineering economic models and
enabling the development of markets and products that
were previously unavailable or unprofitable.

These efforts have originated mainly with new
companies entering established markets, targeting
emerging markets directly or indirectly. They are not
exclusively based in developed markets, although
the best funded ones are, for now, U.S.-based. A
huge portion of the total venture capital investment
has been captured by a handful of startups in the
digital wallet and capital market services space ($625
million).76 Regardless of their origin, these new players
are targeting segments closely related to the economic
activity of developing markets, such as remittances and
trade finance.

A great number of these new market opportunities
that distributed ledger technology makes possible are
related to: (i) its offer of an alternative to fiat money,
addressing in a new manner challenges of currency
instability and political risk and, (ii) its ability to
establish a digital identity in a rapid and cost-effective
manner and thereby allow the financial inclusion of
previously underserved consumer segments.
This development also creates opportunities for new
startups and entrepreneurs or established players from
non-financial industries with a strong customer base,

Jun 2014

Jan 2015

Jun 2015

Jan 2016

Jun 2016

Jan 2017

DATE OF DEAL
The march of financial services firms into bitcoin and blockchain start-ups, 2014 to
February 2017
FIGURE 9

Source: CBInsights, cbinsights.com
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This is a significant phenomenon, indicating that
emerging markets can become a dynamic testing
ground for new business models, where a high demand
for financial inclusion and a relative absence of
entrenched legacy systems can accelerate the adoption
of new technologies—and specifically of blockchain.
The potential for extending banking services in these
markets is huge, with two billion adults worldwide
lacking access to financial and credit services.77 Global
payments and remittances is a case in point: it is a $4
trillion market with transaction fees that range from 5
to 30 percent.

and secure digital identity. The blockchain can be
viewed as a decentralized certification authority that
can maintain the mapping of identities to public keys.
Smart contracts can add sophisticated logic that helps
with key revocation and recovery, decreasing the key
management burden for the end user. The potential
positive impact of this innovation in reliable digital
identification has broad implications for a host of
financial services, including trade finance and cross
border payments and digital wallets (see below), and
also for the future evolution and mainstreaming of
blockchain technology beyond fintech, into industrial
applications and Internet of Things integration.

Blockchain potential use cases and applications in
financial services industries. Blockchain’s potential to
disrupt the financial services ecosystem has been widely
discussed, including its capacities for operational
simplification, regulatory efficiency improvement (realtime monitoring of financial activity between regulators
and regulated entities), counterparty risk reduction
(agreements are executed in a shared, immutable
environment), disintermediation for clearing and
settlement of transactions, and transparency and fraud
minimization in asset provenance and capital raising.
Given the wide range of potential use cases, we have
chosen to focus on three dynamic and well documented
subsectors, where use cases are being tested and have
concluded or are in the process of concluding a proof of
market, including in the context of emerging markets.

Using distributed ledger technology to store financial
information can eliminate errors associated with
manual auditing, improve efficiency, reduce reporting
costs, and potentially support deeper regulatory
oversight in the future.
Currently there is no standardization in the identifying
information customers must submit to financial
institution, and these institutions often duplicate
efforts in performing Know Your Customer checks,
with burdensome transaction costs on both banks and
customers. With a distributed ledger technology, a
rigorous professional validation is done once and this
verified identity document can be used for all subsequent
transactions. On a blockchain, that identity can develop
over time as a person accrues attestations, property, and
other types of licenses and authoritative powers. As the
U.S. Financial Crimes Enforcement Network regulations
and European Anti Money Laundering directives
move toward stricter customer due diligence and data
collection, blockchain-based Know Your Customer
systems are likely to help government and financial
institutions simplify Know Your Customer syndication.

Anti-money laundering and customer identification
programs. The reinforced regulatory framework that
followed the financial crisis has significantly increased
the costs of compliance for banks (anti-moneylaundering compliance costs have risen 53 percent
since 201178). This has forced banks to exit certain
markets and segments and has left emerging markets in
a derisking downward cycle. In 2015, European banks
reduced their cross-border lending to emerging markets
by $700 billion, according to the Bank of International
Settlements.79 In addition to the financial costs,
Know Your Customer requests can delay transaction,
stretching them to 30 to 50 days to complete.

A blockchain identity system will allow end users to
own and control their personal identity, reputation,
data, and digital assets; securely and selectively disclose
their data to counterparties; log in to and access
digital services without using passwords; digitally sign
claims, transactions, and documents; control and send
value on a blockchain; and interact with decentralized
applications and smart contracts.

A blockchain-based automated compliance system can
provide an innovative and cost-effective alternative
to managing regulatory requirements by acting as a
decentralized public key infrastructure to establish

Companies can establish a corporate identity, easily
onboard new customers and employees, reduce liability
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by not holding sensitive customer information, and
increase compliance.

be it credit, insurance or guarantee.82 The size of the
trade finance market itself exceeds $10 trillion per
year.83 However, its supply chain system is cumbersome
and time-consuming, creating potential risks for the
parties involved, where Anti-Money Laundering and
authenticity issues weigh heavily.

Sample use cases. Several startups from around the
globe are taking the concept to market. U.S.-based
UPort has developed an Ethereum-based digital identity
management product to deliver a ‘self-sovereign identity’,
targeting both end-consumers and enterprises. Cambridge
Blockchain LLC is developing digital identity software
with several leading global financial institutions, with a
deployment planned for late 2017. Gem focuses on getting
companies within the same industry to share information
on Know Your Customer via blockchain technology,
where banks would be able to vet a customer by relying
on the work another bank has already done.

Exporters use invoices to secure short-term financing
from multiple banks, which increases the consequences
should the delivery fail. Parties use different platforms,
raising the odds of miscommunication, fraud,
and problems with version compatibility. Multiple
checkpoints delay payment and slow the shipment
of goods. Additionally, trade finance is particularly
affected by increased compliance requirements and
de-risking, as outlined in the previous section.84
Respondents to 2016 IIC Global Survey on Trade
Finance identified anti-money laundering and Know
Your Customer requirements as the largest impediment
to trade finance.85 The consequences for global trade
and emerging market growth are enormous.86

London-based CreditsVision is looking to create
a blockchain of blockchains, connecting various
permissioned and public systems so that a digital
identity could be truly universal. Singaporean
investment portal KYCK! has partnered with IBM
to develop a secure blockchain network to enhance
identification validation, shared between banks and
government organizations. Indian startup Elemential
provided the blockchain technology for a Know
Your Customer data trial in a collaboration with the
National Stock Exchange of India and several banks—
ICICI Bank, IDFC Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank,
IndusInd Bank and RBL Bank—as well as HDFC
Securities, a Mumbai-based brokerage.

Blockchain can positively transform a number of
industries by introducing transparency, traceability,
and immutability to their supply chains. Using
distributed ledger technology to store financial details
can prevent documentary fraud, facilitate the realtime approval of financial documents, unlock capital
tied up in the process of waiting for clearance, reduce
counterparty risk, and enable faster settlement.
With blockchain, multiple copies of the same document
no longer need to be stored on numerous databases
across various participating transaction entities, and
the approval process does not need to be sequential.
Since each participant on the network quickly updates
the chain to reflect the latest transaction, it removes
the need for multiple copies of the same document of
information stored on numerous databases.

This represents an opportunity for incumbent financial
institutions to adapt their traditional banking models
and to gain a competitive advantage vis-a-vis new
entrants, by positioning themselves as ‘the stewards of
identity’, in effect serving as authenticators.80
Trade finance
Trade finance is the lifeline of global trade. The
International Chamber of Commerce estimates that the
global trade financing gap is around $1.6 trillion, with
particularly dire consequences for small and mediumsized businesses and for growth in emerging markets.81
In this segment, financial institutions bridge the gap
between exporters, who need guarantee of payment
before they can ship, and importers, who require data
on whether goods have been delivered. Roughly $18
trillion of annual trade involves some form of finance,

A single blockchain has all the necessary information
in a single digital document, simultaneously accessible
to all members of the network. Documents on
the distributed ledger allow all parties to conduct
diligence for credit adjudication, check for anti-money
laundering and trace the location and ownership of
goods. Banks no longer need intermediaries to assume
risk, and compliance officials can enforce anti-money
laundering and customs activities without delay.
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Additionally, using smart contracts (self-executing
digital contracts) to codify agreements could lead to
new products for alternative financing, securitization of
trade obligations, and downstream factoring.

uncertainty in making cross border payments. Money
Transfer Organizations including Western Union,
MoneyGram, and Euronet Worldwide spent decades
building franchise businesses across the globe. The
size of the market is also considerable, with 2016
remittances estimated at over $601 billion.88 Today,
the global remittance industry takes out $40 billion
annually in fees.89 Such fees typically stand around
two to seven percent of the total transaction value,
depending on the volume of the corridor, and foreign
exchange fees represent 20 percent of the total cost.90
Bank wire transfers are even more expensive, with
fees of 10 to 15 percent. Banks also tend to focus only
on specific corridors with a strong branch network,
leaving some corridors without access to the money
transfer services they need.

Sample use cases: If banks and incumbent institutions
do not seize the opportunity, upstart innovators
probably will. This rationale seems to be the motivation
behind some early live trials conducted by global
banks in partnership with innovators in trade finance
blockchain applications to provide a proof of concept.
The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT) has announced an
initiative exploring the use of blockchain in trade
finance. Seven major European banks (KBC, Deutsche
Bank, HSBC, Natixis, Rabobank, Société Générale and
UniCredit) are partnering on a new blockchain-based
permissioned trade finance platform, Digital Trade
Chain, to manage open account trade transactions
for both domestic and international commerce, from
initiation to settlement. DTC allows authorized parties
to track the progression of those transactions.

The market segment is already being unbundled by a
number of dynamic fintech start-ups such as Transferwise
and Remitly (see EMCompass Note 22 on remittances).91
Blockchain technology can drive efficiency in the process
and reduce associated costs for financial intermediaries
and customers by: (i) providing a cost-efficient process
to establish digital identity and by extension Know Your
Customer verifiability; and (ii) providing a digital fiat for
currency conversion. With distributed ledger technology,
the sender’s digital identity profile sufficient for banks
and Money Transfer Operators.

The goal is to cut transaction costs for European
businesses, particularly those of modest-sized firms.
Similarly, Standard Chartered is leading the Distributed
Ledger Technology Trade Finance Working Group
(formed under the Hong Kong Monetary Authority’s
Fintech Facilitation Office) to deliver a proof of
concept, developed in collaboration with the Bank of
China, Bank of East Asia, Hang Seng Bank and HSBC
and Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.87

BOX 2 BitPesa
Kenyan start-up Bitpesa, a company providing
foreign exchange and business-to-business
bitcoin based payment services in Kenya and
several African countries, has been able to
leverage the existing financial ecosystem by
connecting to the M-Pesa money network,
a subsidiary of telecom company safari.com
and provider of mobile payments and a major
incumbent player (more than half of Kenya’s
adult population has an M-Pesa wallet).

In another pilot, HSBC joined forces with Bank
of America Merrill Lynch and the Infocomm
Development Authority of Singapore (IDA) to
developed a prototype solution built on blockchain for
letters of credit in a smart contract. The consortium
used the Linux Foundation open-source Hyperledger
Project Fabric (whose development was supported
by IBM). In the United Arab Emirates, Infosys has
partnered with Emirates NBD and ICICI to deliver the
first blockchain based trade finance (and remittances)
solution in the region.

Despite a legal confrontation with the mobile
money network in 2015, BitPesa has raised
additional financing from several venture
capital firms in 2016 to move forward with its
international expansion across East Africa.

Global payments (remittances). Cross-border payments
is a sector ripe for disruption. Currently, both
individual consumers and small- and medium-sized
enterprises face high transaction fees, long delays and
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A smart contract containing the remittance information
delivers the funds directly to the beneficiary’s institution
while simultaneously notifying the appropriate
regulator. Distributed ledger technology could enable
new business models (for example micropayments) and
institute newer models of regulatory oversight.

From the regulatory and governance perspective, we
are far from having a clear framework and industrywide standards that stakeholders will need for full
adoption of the new technology. According to a 2017
study by the Cambridge Center of Alternative, less
than half of payment companies based in Asia-Pacific,
Europe, and Latin America hold a formal government
license, and forty percent of companies surveyed would
like to see more regulatory clarity.92

Sample use cases: There are numerous startups
proposing crypto-based global payments and peerto-peer digital cash solutions: Abra and Ripple in the
United States, BitPesa in Kenya, BitSpark in Hong
Kong, OkCoin in China and OkLink/Coinsensure in
India, CoiNnect Mexico/Argentina, Rebit and Coin.
ph in the Philippines. In addition, large banks are in
the process of testing different applications as consortia
and in partnership with technology providers to reduce
transaction costs in their value chain. Financial giant
SWIFT is participating in the Hyperledger Fabric
Project; South Korean bank KB Kookmin is partnering
with CoinPlug, Indian ICICI’s blockchain is developing
a blockchain remittance project with Emirates NBD
Bank and others.

Regulation will have to reflect and accommodate the
novel features of blockchain and recognize their legal
validity (digital identity, Know Your Customer, dispute
resolution mechanisms, smart contracts), particularly
for open distributed ledger technologies where there is
no entity in control of the ledger.
Recent defections from the R3 blockchain consortium
have highlighted the governance and design
complexities of collectively designing a globally relevant
and adoptable solution.

CONCLUSION

Challenges Ahead

Financial institutions, fintech technology companies
and even governments are still experimenting and
participating in proofs of concept to better understand
the possibilities and limitations of blockchain. As
ﬁnancial markets evolve with respect to distributed
ledger technology, companies will face game-theorytype decisions. Being early adopters of distributed
ledger technology across the ecosystem may provide
them with a competitive advantage but it may also
derail their ongoing business interests.

Distributed ledger technology is still evolving and
will face numerous hurdles, some technical, some
regulatory, and some institutional, as it moves toward
maturity. Concepts are being market-tested but they
will not be able to reach their full network potential
without industry collaboration, common standards,
and significant transition costs to enable the migration
from the existing financial infrastructure.
On the technological side, concerns relate to the (i)
scalability and transaction speed of distributed ledger
systems, for permissionless blockchains such as bitcoin
(ii) the interoperability of different ledgers and those
with the existing legacy systems and transition costs;
(iii) network security and resilience of the system
against potential cyberattacks (a recent setback for
Ethereum); (iv) the protection of data privacy.

If they are too late to enter the market, they may
irreversibly lose ground to competitors. This dilemma
is exacerbated by the fact that the biggest impact from
distributed ledger technology will be achieved only
when a critical mass of the ecosystem participates and
network effects are realized.
The most valuable distributed ledger innovations
cannot be developed in isolation; they require
collaboration among participants, exchanges, and
regulators. The adoption process will not be smooth
and there will be winners and losers.

The recent rise of customer acquisition costs for crypto
payment solutions providers and their continued
dependence on traditional networks to reach customers
indicates that the market will require the coexistence
of both traditional and digital players for some time in
order to build bridges to the broader economy.

With respect to emerging markets, the ecosystem
seems fertile for adoption, propelled by high demand,
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particularly in serving financially excluded segments,
as well as a hedging strategy through bitcoin and other
crypto currency in conditions of currency instability
and political risk, as is the case in parts of Latin
America and Africa.

“Experiment patiently, accept failures, plant
seeds, protect saplings, and double down
when you see customer delight.”
—JEFF BEZOS, CEO, Amazon.com,
Letter to Shareholders, 1997

Less financially developed markets are focusing on
financial inclusion initiatives with blockchain-run digital
wallets and mobile payments. In addition to the factors
identified in the predictive framework based on market
structure (see EMCompass Notes 40 and 41), three
additional critical success factors can weigh heavily
on the penetration of the technology. These are: (i) the
degree of development of the general technological
ecosystem and the availability of the requisite skill
pool; (ii) the ability to mobilize capital for innovators;
and (iii) a regulatory environment that encourages
experimentation and public-private collaboration to
establish standards and resolve related issues.

Innovation is only as good as the effectiveness and
profitability it can deliver. This is the promise that
distributed ledger technology-associated initiatives
will be called on to deliver in a sustainable fashion,
whether in the form of creating/growing a market or
generating cost savings through greater transparency
and efficiency. Only then will move beyond the pilot
stage to full-scale industry adoption, thereby leveraging
the full network effects and triggering the tipping point
of the transformation process. n
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CHAPTER 5

Blockchain in Financial Services in Emerging
Markets—Selected Regional Developments
By Marina Niforos

Blockchain, or distributed ledger technology, is now disrupting the financial services industry
as part of a larger wave of external innovations by digital financial technologies. Emerging
markets—due to their higher banking risks, lower bank penetration, and greater presence
of digital financing—are an ideal backdrop for the adoption of blockchain-based financial
solutions, and benefits could include a technological leap forward and a boost to financial
inclusion and growth. This note focuses on selected regions in emerging markets where
distributed ledger technology is already affecting the provision of financial services, including
Africa, Latin America, and Asia.
The blockchain innovation landscape is still dominated
by the United States and Europe. The United States
represents 54 percent of the blockchain global deal
share, followed closely by Western Europe.93 This
dominance is, however, being challenged by Asia,
according to a 2016 CB Insights analysis of venture
capital financing. It shows that Asia, driven by China,
increased its share of the pie from 14 percent in 2015 to
23 percent in 2016, a remarkable rise (see Figure 10).

the country’s adult population holds a M-Pesa digital
wallet.94 With relatively small legacy systems in the
region, the adoption of blockchain becomes easier due
to lower transition costs and less cultural resistance.
This provides the backdrop for the disruption in the
remittances and payments segment, described in
EMCompass Note 43. Peer-to-peer payments with digital
currencies have started to become an alternative to
local currencies, with a number of growing blockchain
African-run startups, including Kenya’s BitPesa and
Bitsoko, Ghana’s bitcoin exchanges BTCGhana, and
South Africa’s Luno and Ice3X and GeoPay, BitSure and
Chankura. South African mobile money network PayFast

Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa, with its 70 percent unbanked
population, provides enormous potential for the
adoption of blockchain-based solutions as an
alternative to traditional payment options. Economies
with a history of frequent political turbulence or
those with high currency risk and capital controls are
also fertile ground for individuals and households to
embrace a solution that permits them to bypass the
system’s inefficiencies, overcoming fears of potential
risks in the execution of transactions.

ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN IN AFRICA
“The opportunity is to produce new constructs
that bring together unique opportunities and
competencies—things like the blockchain
and mobile-money movement on the phone,
and mesh networking. It’s a matter of using
Africa’s unique potential right now to come up
with things that defy Western logic in many
terms or just don’t fit that classical model.”

The overwhelming presence of alternative payment
solutions in Africa could potentially pave the way for
blockchain, since households may be less resistant to
new technology. Seventy percent of all transactions
in Kenya are already digital and over half percent of

—BRETT KING, co-founder of Moven
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In 2014 South Africa’s central bank indicated that
it will have no supervisory obligations over virtual
currencies, giving stakeholders relative ‘carte blanche’
to conduct cryptocurrency transactions in that country.
Furthermore, the South African Reserve Bank, along
with the Payments Association of South Africa and top
banks, circulated Africa’s first ever private Ethereumbased smart contract among several of the country’s
financial institutions in an attempt to test the technology
for potential future implementation in its financial
system. They are also participating in a regional
consortium of leading banks, including ABSA, Standard
Bank, Nedbank, and others, to develop a blockchain
based solution for loan syndication and securitization.

recently integrated bitcoin payments options and now
provides access for bitcoin payment to 30,000 merchants
outlets across the country.95
Prospects for rapidly developing blockchain technology
into a full range of financial services, beyond just
digital payments, are considerable, due to strong
support from financial players and local governments.
In Nigeria, the central bank approved an industry-wide
e-payment incentive scheme and awareness campaign to
encourage Nigerians to embrace the use of e-payments
by consumers and commercial agents.
Similarly, Senegal announced plans to introduce a
cryptocurrency (eCFA) overseen by the West African
Economic and Monetary Union, which can be used in
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Niger, and Togo.
South Africa is also home to a friendly regulatory
environment and a vibrant fintech ecosystem, a
necessary precondition for blockchain innovation.

South Africa also boasts a blockchain-curious and
active financial sector looking to improve existing
company operations through process re-engineering
and cost reduction. Rand Merchant Bank has launched
a blockchain initiative to develop blockchain solutions
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FIGURE 10

Bitcoin and blockchain annual deal share by continent 2012-2016

Source: CBInsights, cbinsights.com
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for its business, while Absa Bank, Barclays Africa
and Standard Bank have joined the R3 Consortium
to collaborate with other international financial
institutions in the development of blockchain systems
for the banking sector.

avoid the transaction costs associated with traditional
financial services. Several early experiments are under
way, both at large institutions as well as new digital
finance players.
Brazil, a country with solid banking penetration, has
seen the industry mobilize with the participation of
Banco Itaú and Banco Bradesco in the R3 consortium.
Banco Bradesco is launching pilots, including a
new digital wallet using blockchain technology in
partnership with startup eWally, as well as Bit.One,
to address cross-border payments. In Mexico, under
threat from a potential block on remittances by the
Trump administration, startup Bitso received $2.5
million in funding in early 2017, while Mexican
venture capital fund INGIA invested in Abra, the US
blockchain mobile payments startup. In Argentina,
Rootcamp provides smart contract solutions for bitcoin
technology, while SatoshiTango and Xapo provide
bitcoin based payments solutions.

Insight: Bitcoin and blockchain have the potential
to leverage pre-existing mobile penetration to
create a cross-border and decentralized system of
alternative finance in sub-Saharan Africa. This system
can reach previously underserved and unbanked
population segments and has the potential to provide
the infrastructure for inclusion of Africa’s largely
unbanked population. Governments and regulatory
authorities are compelled to adapt quickly to these
emerging trends as digital financial services account
for up to 85 percent of volumes in certain geographies.
Many have started strategic initiatives to provide
regulatory sandboxes and encourage public-private
collaboration. Stakeholders are increasingly recognizing
blockchain as an emerging disruptor and enabler,
and they are studying and fostering the technology
to ensure they are not excluded from its future
developments and potential benefits.

Insight: In Latin America, political uncertainty and
the impact of de-risking are driving cryptocurrency
adoption and blockchain-based financial products, but
the region as a whole still lacks robust technological
ecosystems, sufficient access to venture capital
funding, and the regulatory clarity to boost wide
adoption levels.

Latin America
While Latin America has a smaller percentage of
unbanked population than Africa (49 percent,
according to World Bank Findex96), it has been subject
to cyclical political and currency fluctuations that have
undermined trust in local currencies. Additionally,
the penetration of illegal activity (including drug
trafficking and related money laundering activities)
have intensified the de-risking effect on economies
in the region, as traditional financial institutions
have exited markets due to increased compliance
requirements and costs.

ARGENTINA: THE CASE OF RIPIO
Ripio’s (formerly BitPagos) bitcoin financial
services suite utilizes the blockchain and
traditional payment rails to allow Latin
America’s unbanked and underbanked
population (as high as 70 percent in some
areas) to buy and sell bitcoins using local
currencies, and to pay for goods and services
through a simple, direct transfer to peers and
merchants.

Smaller and more vulnerable economies, particularly
those in the Caribbean, have been the hardest hit,
according to the Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean.97 This phenomenon could
provide fertile ground for blockchain adoption and
its corollaries to deal with de-risking’s impact, both
through its automated compliance with Know Your
Customer requirements and through digital currency
platforms and cross-border payments systems that

The platform currently has over seventy
thousand users across Argentina and Brazil,
and is in the process of expanding to other
countries in the region, including Mexico and
Colombia. It raised close to $2.4 million in 2017
to expand internationally.
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Asia
Asia is becoming a global leader for venture capital
investment and testing of blockchain solutions.98
There are nevertheless stark differences across Asian
nations, with China, Hong Kong, and Singapore
leading the way (consistent with the Fintech trends
outlined in EM Notes 34 and 42.99 Asia is also home
to the most forward-looking regulatory environments.
Japan and South Korea have regulated cryptocurrency
environments and their central banks are in the process
of licensing exchanges.

INDIA
“Blockchain Technology (BCT) provides
tamper-evident recording of the linked
transaction in a distributed network, and has
the potential to disrupt the financial business
applications. The nature of BCT addresses
risks and inefficiencies in multi-party
systems, and that is where the benefits will be
most widely received.”
—R. GANDHI, Deputy Governor,
Reserve Bank of India

Singapore and Malaysia have set up regulatory
sandboxes for developing blockchain solutions by
partnering with industry and technology providers.
Similarly, China’s government strongly supports
adoption of blockchain technology, as announced in its
most recent five-year plan, and is providing a flexible
regulatory environment. The government is piloting a
sovereign blockchain digital currency, led by the central
bank, the People’s Bank of China.100

Regulators in India have been among the
first to promote financial inclusion initiatives
for banking and remittances, triggering
strong adoption of electronic payments and
the rise of new market entrants (M-banking
transactions tripled between 2012 and 2014).
New entrants, offering m-wallets, have
attracted consumers and have motivated
banks to invest in their own digital payment
offerings. Building on this momentum,
blockchain-based startups launched
exchanges and digital wallets, such as
Unocoin and Coinsensure.

Asia’s venture capital financing community has taken
notice, with deal activity rising to an all-time annual high
in 2016, at $119 million, up from $37 million in 2015.
This is in contrast with North America and Europe,
which each saw decline in deals during that period.101

Source: PwC,Emerging Markets—Driving the Payments
Transformation, 2016

China. With the largest banking system in the world,
China is the world’s dominant bitcoin trader, in terms
of global transactions. Its bitcoin transactions are close
to 98 percent of market volume, up from 10 percent
in 2012.102 China’s strong appetite for blockchain
goes beyond cryptocurrencies, and is anchored in its
enormous demand for financial inclusion.103 Since
China aims to develop a robust Internet finance
industry, the strong support to blockchain-enabled
alternatives is a natural development.

and piloting initiatives, sometimes partnering with
startups and other financial service providers.105
Driven by the prospect of cost reduction, the Postal
Savings Bank of China has tested a blockchainbased asset custody system—a core business—in
collaboration with IBM and Hyperledger. Large
Internet players are incorporating blockchain into their
business models, such as AntFinancial (subsidiary of
AliBaba) that is introducing a bitcoin mobile wallet
and Tencent, which is planning to use the technology
to offer digital asset management, authentication,
and “shared economies” through a new platform,
TrustSQL.106 The Chinese Internet giants and banks
are also active venture capital investors on a global
scale: Baidu recently invested in U.S.-based bitcoin
payments startup Circle, Huiyin Blockchain Ventures

Fintech and blockchain-specific start-ups are springing
up across many segments: brokerage, digital wallets
and money services, exchanges, post-trade clearance
and settlement, middleware, infrastructure, and base
protocols. Capital markets are aggressively pursuing
opportunities in the industry, with significant funding
going into the payments sector.104 Supported by strong
profit margins, Asia’s traditional banking institutions
are also adopting a ‘prototyping’ approach to blockchain
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FIGURE 11

Global bitcoin and blockchain companies 2012 to Feb 13, 2017

Source: CBInsights, cbinsights.com

invested in US-based Purse.io and Indian UniCoin, and
Crefir China FinTech invested $30 million in US/Dutch
BitFury. Several Chinese blockchain/bitcoin based
startups raised significant funding in 2016, including
Juzhen Financials ($23 million), OkCoin ($10 million),
BTC China ($5 million), and AntShares Blockchain
($4.5million).107

life insurance. And Qianhai International Blockchain
Ecosphere Alliance aims to combine Mainland China
and international talent, technology, and capital to
accelerate the commercialization of blockchain research
and development, and promote its application to
support China’s social and economic development.109
Insight: Asia can be the global emerging markets
leader in blockchain-based solutions for the financial
services industry. The technology’s adoption in the
region has been facilitated by the massive digitalization
of payment solutions, particularly in China, which
onboarded the unbanked and shaped consumer
behavior in the process.

Key stakeholder collaboration is well under way,
bringing together financial institutions, innovators
and government actors to establish standards and
develop the institutional framework of the ecosystem.
The China Ledger comprises regional exchanges to
create an open source Blockchain protocol to support
an eventual ‘Internet of Everything’ for China.108
Financial Blockchain Shenzhen Consortium intends
to collaborate on research and group-wide Blockchain
projects, with a focus on capital markets technology,
securities exchange, trading platforms, banking and

Asia has evolved to become the most comprehensive
ecosystem for blockchain development due to a
combination of strong government and regulatory
support, and mobilization of capital from both industry
players and venture capitalists.
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Cryptocurrencies are being adopted and integrated into
mature and well-functioning financial systems (both
private and public) and innovative solutions are being
tested for trade finance and securities trading, as well as
for non-financial processes such as e-proxy voting, land
registry management, and supply chain management.

the path that it will take. However, developments seem
to indicate that a proof-of-concept phase is underway
across emerging markets, in varying degrees of intensity
and orientation, and that policymakers in these
countries are keen observers of and participants in the
evolving policy demands surrounding blockchain.

This combination of these factors, coupled with
Chinese companies’ global ambitions, will most
probably guarantee that China will be a global hotbed
for blockchain innovation in the financial services
sector and beyond.

While blockchain can have a decisive impact for an
innovation ‘leapfrog’ for all emerging market regions,
Asia appears to be a rising champion for blockchain
implementation, as it brings together regulatory
activism, a vibrant technological/fintech ecosystem,
supportive governments, collaboration of industry and
entrepreneurial players, and sustained access to venture
capital. And China and Singapore are emerging leaders
in developing articulated global blockchain development
strategies that combine all critical success factors. n

CONCLUSION
The adoption of any new technology is often difficult to
discern in real time and nearly always unpredictable in
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CHAPTER 6

Beyond Fintech: Leveraging Blockchain for
More Sustainable and Inclusive Supply Chains
By Marina Niforos

One of the most noticeable and important developments of the advance of free trade over
the last half century has been the emergence of global value chains. These production and
supply networks cross multiple borders and connect advanced and emerging economies. They
are vehicles that can deliver on many of the promises of globalization. Yet operating them is
complex and costly. Global trade since the great recession has slowed, in part because of a
lack of transparency and interoperability within these networks. Blockchain, a technology
with unique abilities to record, track, monitor, and exchange assets without need of an
intermediary, may be the solution to many of the logistical, cost and transparency issues
that plague the growth and operation of global value chains, especially in the case of food,
agribusiness, and pharmaceuticals. It also has potential to address issues of inclusion.
Globalization has made supply chains significantly
more complex, involving multiple players from around
the world and a great deal of coordination. This
increases the cost of operating these global networks—
with goods and services channeled across emerging
and advanced economies. Imagine the complexity of a
product sourced in Ethiopia or Indonesia, assembled in
China, and sold in the United States.

international trade is facing a global slowdown112 and
industries have signaled several critical challenges to
global value chains, including: (i) a lack of transparency
due to inconsistent or not readily available data;
(ii) a high proportion of paperwork; (iii) a lack of
interoperability; and (iv) limited information on the
product’s journey in the chain.113
Experts have called for trade facilitation measures,
including a simplification in the movement of goods
along global supply chains, in order to reduce
companies’ governance costs, increase speed, and
reduce uncertainty.114,115

The cost of operating supply chains makes up twothirds of the final cost of traded goods. Seven percent of
the global value of trade is absorbed in documentation
costs alone, according to the Global Alliance for Trade
Facilitation.110 Faced with a dynamic and volatile
environment, companies are increasingly turning
to technological innovation to make their supply
chains more cost-effective, resilient, and responsive to
potential market disruptions.

While digitization of supply chains is already
underway with technologies such as cloud computing,
artificial intelligence, and the Internet of Things—
which allows physical objects to communicate—
blockchain appears to be the missing element in the
mix. Beyond providing innovative financial services,
blockchain—a digital distributed ledger—can provide
a platform that offers contracting parties the ability
to verify that every link in a supply chain network is
authentic, without need of an intermediary such as a
clearing house or banking institution.

Between the late 1980s and early 2000s, the emergence
of global value chains—which were to become the
main vehicle of international trade—was enabled in
large part by advances in information technology that
drastically reduced the cost of coordinating production
stages carried out in different countries.111 Today
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Blockchain can be used to record, track, monitor,
and transact assets, both physical or digital, in a
cost efficient and transparent manner. By doing so,
the technology can act as a ‘plug and play’ trust
mechanism that enables other emerging technologies
to achieve scale. These include artificial intelligence,
machine learning, drones, and 3D printing, among
others. In addition, the combination of Internet of
Things, smart contracts and blockchain could provide a
new model to reengineer supply chain logistics and the
business models they support, and by doing so render
them more efficient and transparent—and ultimately
more inclusive. Hence, Blockchain promises to:

services industry, with a special look at trade finance
and payments systems. Meanwhile, this paper examines
blockchain’s ability to integrate data flows and
processes and to provide efficiency and transparency
across digital supply chain networks and to allow
for the inclusion of previously underrepresented
economic groups. The paper further examines two
sectors with significant economic and social impact
on emerging economies, food and agribusiness, and
pharmaceuticals, and also discusses the inclusion of
women in global supply chains.
Food and agribusiness: Cost-efficiency and
transparency of the supply chain. Global food
and beverage manufacturers, retailers, and service
companies want to reduce supply chain costs while
also reducing their carbon footprint, meeting consumer
demands to sustain the environmental quality of
farmland, improve and maintain high quality food
standards, promote health and safety, and maintain
the economic viability of farming and farmers’ wages.
With roughly 40 percent of the global workforce,116
agriculture is one of the leading job providers
worldwide and a critical sector for boosting economic
growth in developing economies. For emerging markets
and their industry leaders with global market ambitions

• Provide faster and more affordable payment and
finance options
• Leverage distributed-ledger capabilities to remove
third-party intermediaries, streamlining processes
and promoting increased security across the value
chain in multiple industries, with a focus on lowering
the barriers to entry for small and micro-enterprises
• Provide solutions for increasing transparency across
supply chains.
EMCompass Notes 43 and 44 highlight the positive
impact that blockchain could have on the financial
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and footprint, adherence to sustainable supply chain
practices will become more and more important in
the years to come.117 In this quest for efficiency and
transparency, blockchain offers the ability to:

Similarly, U.S.-based SkuChain aims to connect
financiers in advanced economies with clients in
emerging and developing economies, despite their lack
of history of trade or data with these emerging market
firms. The venture proposes ‘a collaborative commerce
platform,’ combining payments, including a letter of
credit or wire transfer; finance (operating loans or
short-term trade loans); and visibility (integration with
back office systems such as Systems Applications and
Products in Data Processing or an Enterprise Resource
Planning system.120

1. Integrate and manage supply chain transactions and
processes in real-time; and
2. Identify and audit the provenance of goods in every
link of the chain.
EMCompass Notes 39 and 43 examine how blockchain
can provide more cost-efficient trade finance solutions,
one of the levers to innovate the financial aspects
of supply chain management. In the context of
agriculture, this Note underlines how it can diminish
risk and boost efficiency for all stakeholders in the
supply chain through real-time settlement of physical
commodities in a secured environment.

Another U.S. startup, Hijro, develops a blockchainbased financial operating network for global
commerce, featuring real-time business-to-business
payments, supply chain financing, and a peer-to-peer
working capital marketplace that provides banking
partners and non-bank lenders alike—including
alternative finance providers, asset-based lenders, and
hedge funds—with an alternative platform for lending
to actors along the global supply chain.

Automated blockchain supply chain finance and
know-your-customer systems can reduce the need for
agents, brokers, and reduce physical documentation.
For growers and suppliers, blockchain could shortcut
cumbersome procedures and facilitate faster and more
secure payments.

Meanwhile, Memphis-based Seam—partly owned by
trading giants Cargill, Olam, and Louis Dreyfus—
is working with IBM to “lead an industry-wide
collaboration initiative” to create a supply chain
and cotton trading ecosystem based on blockchain.
The company claims to have smart contracts that
can reduce the time needed to settle a trade from the
standard three days to just a few minutes.121 And China
Systems is working with the Emirates Islamic Bank to
develop a blockchain solution that allows them to share
information on a distributed ledger with Islamic banks
on sharia-compliant halal goods.122

For example, payment terms in the Australian grains
industry range from two to five weeks, and these
terms pose counterparty or credit risk to growers.118
The elimination of this risk means growers can be
secure in their cash flow, liberate working capital, and
better manage their businesses. For buyers, there are
both back-office and liquidity benefits. A blockchainenabled workflow automation (via smart contracts and
integration with key machinery and data collection
points) and auto-reconciliation for inventory can reduce
cost and risk to buyers. Additionally, the distributed
ledger model could also improve access for regulators
and authorities with respect to collecting taxes and
customs duties.

Blockchain promises to make the supply chain leaner,
simpler, and more cost-effective—not just providing
financing but integrating know-your-customer, inventory
management, and traditional legacy systems to work
seamlessly with existing supply-chain technology. This
element provides an enforcement mechanism. It can
identify where the goods came from and who was paid
for them. This can help avert fraud, such as the Qingdao
scandal in 2014, where volumes of copper, alumina,
steel, and other metals where used as collateral for
multiple loans. With blockchain, all actors along the
supply chain are visible and accountable.

A number of blockchain-based projects are now coming
to life. A European Union consortium of seven banks
called the Digital Trade Chain is collaborating with
IBM to develop a supply chain management and trade
finance platform using blockchain technology. The goal
is to make cross-border commerce easier for European
small and medium enterprises (SMEs).119
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The transparency dividend:
Enforcing sustainability and safety standards

Some of the largest players in the industry are taking
notice and are experimenting with blockchain to
provide proof of concept, using the technology to
improve visibility into their supply chains. IBM and
a group of leading food companies, including Dole,
Driscoll, Golden State Foods, Kroger, McCormick
and Company, Nestlé, Tyson Foods and Walmart,
formed a consortium in 2017 to test IBM’s blockchain
solution, which aims “to identify and prioritize new
areas where blockchain can benefit food ecosystems.”128
This follows a successful pilot that IBM launched
with Walmart earlier in 2017. Through this program
Walmart discovered that, while it normally takes more
than six days to trace a package of mangoes from
the supermarket back to the farm where they were
grown, blockchain can reduce this time to seconds.129
Blockchain not only identified the farm where the
mangoes were harvested but also the exact path they
took on the way to the retail shelves. IBM’s blockchain
solutions are also being adopted by Everledger, a firm
that is pushing transparency into the diamond supply
chain network, with the aim of addressing a market
fraught with forced labor and violence across Africa.130

Research by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development indicates that “green
trade” is rising in political and economic importance,
“with a global market of $1 trillion a year for
environmental goods123 and services close.”124 At
the same time, the Sustainability Consortium’s
2016 Impact Report found that the majority of
consumer goods manufacturers lack visibility into
the sustainability performance of their supply
chains. The ‘greening’ of global supply chains
requires traceability and transparency. The former is
necessary to track hazardous products and materials,
allocate responsibilities, and monitor environmental
compliance. The latter is a precondition for achieving
credibility, legitimacy, and fairness, and to avoid
“green-washing” or shifting polluting activities to
developing countries.”125
In food and agriculture, transparent supply chains
are vital to ensuring quality and conformity to the
expected standards of production (bio, fair-trade,
circular economy), meeting environmental standards
and combatting fraud, as well as monitoring
supplier inclusion mandates. A 2016 survey on the
investment priorities of industry leaders, conducted
by the consultancy the Boston Consulting Group
and AgFunder, an investment marketplace for the
agriculture industry, found that supply chain and
logistics was a top-five priority for 40 percent of their
respondents, with food security and traceability cited
most often as a priority.126 Food safety is a major
concern for consumers, and companies are feeling
the impact after some notable incidents such as the
Chipotle norovirus and salmonella outbreaks in 2015
that caused its profits to plummet by 44 percent.127

In Asia, Chinese retailing giant Alibaba is
launching a similar initiative in partnership with
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Blackmores, and the Australia
Post to fight counterfeit food products being sold across
China. Similarly, China’s second-largest e-commerce
platform, JD.com, is working with Kerchin, a
Mongolian-based beef manufacturer, to use blockchain
to track the production and delivery of frozen beef.
A number of innovative startups around the world
are also entering the space. UK based Provenance
launched a successful pilot program in Indonesia using
blockchain-enabled smart-tagging to track tuna fishing
in Indonesia. German startup Slock aims to provide the
benefits of the transparency, security, and auditability
to real-world objects by integrating blockchain nodes
in connected objects. US-based RipeIO’s algorithms
crunch data to calculate sustainability scores, as well
as scores for spoilage and safety levels.131 California’s
Filament is working to develop ‘smart farming’
solutions with a decentralized network allowing
Internet of Things sensors to communicate with each
other. By encrypting down to the hardware level

In contrast to inefficient labelling systems that are
easily manipulated, blockchain provides businesses
and consumers with a system that cannot be tampered
with. It can provide much more reliable information
on where food originated, the date it was created,
and how it was produced. Blockchain quickly traces
contaminated products to their source and ensures safe
removal from store shelves.
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and leveraging blockchain technology, Filament’s
decentralized network allows any device to connect,
interact, and transact independently of a central
authority.132 And Bext360, a coffee-supply platform,
uses blockchain, artificial intelligence, and the Internet
of Things to support fair trade for coffee growers in
developing nations.

Blockchain could intervene to provide greater
transparency, help detect fake drugs and, ultimately,
reduce tracing costs by:
• Tracking and tracing pharmaceutical raw materials
and finished products, from manufacturer to
end-user, in a distributed ledger that is tamper-proof
• Requiring participants to verify the authenticity
of data

Addressing a public health challenge:
Blockchain and the pharmaceuticals
supply chain

• Integrating anti-counterfeit devices into the
‘Internet of Things’ to authenticate genuine drugs
and detects fakes.

Over the past two decades, the pharmaceutical
industry’s supply chain networks have become globally
diversified and complex, resulting in several new
actors being introduced into the value chain—from
development, manufacturing, and packaging to
delivery. The industry has been under phenomenal
pressure to fight counterfeit products and to check
abuse in its supply chain. Medicines constantly change
hands and undergo multiple transactions between
production and end-user patient, with each transaction
increasing the risk of falsified and substandard
products infiltrating the supply chain.133 The growing
number of e-commerce platforms creates more channels
for fake medicines to enter the market. A 2014 report
by American Health & Drugs Benefits estimated that
counterfeit drugs provide approximately $75 billion in
annual revenue to illegal operators (U.S. Department
of Commerce estimates are $75-200 billion134), and
have caused more than 100,000 deaths worldwide. The
profit loss to pharmaceutical companies is estimated at
$18 billion annually.135

• Serving as an open-source platform for drug
standards to enhance information-sharing across
unrelated databases, and among different actors in
the drug supply chain.
Blockchain’s distributed ledger technology presents an
innovative alternative to existing systems: It can provide
a record of all transactions, including location, data,
quality, and price; it is visible to all involved entities, in
real time; and it minimizes record tampering.
Several initiatives are currently underway to develop
blockchain-based solutions that can provide more
visibility into the pharmaceutical industry’s supply
chain. Rubix, a spinoff of Deloitte, is working in
Canada with pharmaceutical companies to build
applications for drug safety, drug channels, and public
safety. And U.S. based startup iSolve has developed
BlockRx, a private-blockchain solution for the lifesciences industry that provides traceability in drug
supply chains.
BlockRx’s goal is to connect systems that do not readily
communicate, establish data provenance that satisfies
regulatory and business requirements, and create
a network of trading partners that are incentivized
to facilitate the transfer of information within a
secured environment. Blockverify, a UK startup, has
developed anti-counterfeit solutions that may make the
verification of a drug’s authenticity as easy as scanning
a bar code with a mobile phone. Each product will have
its own identity on the blockchain to record changes of
ownership, and will be accessible to everyone.

For developing countries, the problem is dire. The
World Health Organization estimates that 50
percent of drugs consumed in developing countries
are counterfeit, the majority of them anti-malarial
medicines and antibiotics. These fake drugs can harm
patients while failing to treat the disease, and may
create a resistance to the original product. The problem
of counterfeit drugs is exacerbated by the opacity of
the global pharmaceutical industry’s supply chain.
Existing solutions to detect fake drugs, including
radio frequency identification tags, have been largely
ineffective due to the disaggregated nature of the
industry supply chain and the high cost of adoption.

Similarly, Chronicled, a California company, builds
open protocols and hardware and software solutions
that incorporate blockchain’s cryptographic technology
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with the Internet of Things, to ensure that transactions
and actors cannot be falsified. It recently launched
CryptoSeal, a platform that provides tamperproof adhesive seal strips containing a Near-Field
Communication chip to seal and track shipments of
drugs. Meanwhile, French startup Blockpharma has
developed a private blockchain application that creates
a bridge between existing programs and the blockchain
consortium. The laboratories release medicine boxes
with bar codes that can be traced throughout the
supply chain via a smartphone.

identity (see EMCompass Note 42, 43), which can
help overcome women’s comparatively low access to
formal identification140 and offer an entry to formal
roles and remuneration in supply chains. It could also
help women establish ownership of disputed land titles.
Finally, it could promote financial inclusion by helping
women establish credit scores through alternative credit
data sources, bypassing traditional intermediaries
and banks. Finally, blockchain’s auditability and
traceability can provide a tool for the monitoring
and enforcement of supplier inclusion and gender
empowerment initiatives that are currently difficult to
monitor and enforce.

A case for inclusion: Women in the global
value chain

Investors and credit agencies are now paying greater
attention to non-financial performance issues, including
human rights and gender equality. Development-finance
institutions such as IFC require their clients to adopt
performance standards on environmental and social
sustainability issues, which include a commitment
to inclusion.141 A series of similar standards has been
established by private sector institutional investors.

Women represent a significant portion of workers
in many value chains. However, informal roles and
comparatively low access to credit and identification
are an obstacle to women’s access to jobs and assets,
as well as to the creation of productive, sustainable
markets. Blockchain technologies can help address
some of these challenges. In terms of business
ownership, there are approximately 10 million womenowned small and medium enterprises (SMEs) around
the globe, representing around 30 percent of all SMEs
in emerging markets. Seventy percent of these womenowned enterprises are unbanked or underbanked,
which represents a finance gap of roughly $300 billion
per year.136 Access to financial services such as credit,
savings, and insurance are considered one of the major
barriers to growth for women-owned businesses.

And consumers are also paying more attention to
environmental and social standards. As a result,
companies are increasingly aware of the importance of
these issues to their brands and reputations.
While blockchain technology alone is not sufficient to
address the cultural and structural issues underlying
the challenge of gender equality, it does present a
strong toolkit to tackle significant facets of the issue.
The potential benefits of even marginal change can
be significant for both the private sector and entire
economies.

Laws and cultural norms that restrict women from
opening a bank account are common causes of
exclusion.137 Women comprise just over 40 percent of
the agricultural labor force in the developing world,
a figure that ranges from about 20 percent in the
Americas to almost 50 percent in Africa and Asia.138
At a global level, one fourth of all economically
active women were engaged in agriculture in 2015.139
Supporting women’s roles in agricultural value
chains can increase productivity, profitability, and
sustainability for actors along the chain.

Challenges
As discussed in previous EMCompass notes,
blockchain needs to overcome multiple challenges in
order to become a mainstream technology. One key
challenge is linked to the development and governance
of the technology.142 Without a set of standards that can
ensure the interoperability of systems across industry
and supply chains, it will be difficult for the technology
to achieve scale. Coexistence with legacy systems, as
well as that of private and public blockchains in supply
chains, will need to be negotiated. The blockchain
development community also needs to provide a

Blockchain offers the potential to address some of the
barriers to women’s financial inclusion and economic
empowerment, both as individuals and as business
owners. It could provide a cost efficient digital
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FIGURE 13

Blockchain Maturity Cycle

Source: Gartner

roadmap for continued blockchain innovation,
particularly in rendering smart contracts more agile
and ensuring scalability and security. Full network
benefits will not be realized without widespread
adoption by industry, an issue that renders blockchain’s
takeoff more difficult.

legal and regulatory jurisdictions. In a recent industry
survey, 56 percent of participants identified regulatory
uncertainty as a major barrier to adopting the
technology, followed by a lack of alignment among
stakeholders, and of technological maturity.143

This will take time, as blockchain is a relatively new
concept and the number of people able to use it is
small. While companies in advanced economies will
attract the best talent in the global workforce, those in
developing countries may require more time to catch
up. A lack of sufficient digital skills will be an obstacle
to adoption, especially for SMEs and micro-enterprises
that do not have the financial means to attract talent.
Large players that act as hubs would have to require
their supply chain partners to align accordingly. Failing
to do so may lead to their eventual exclusion from the
supply chain. In the case of SMEs, the digital skills gap
may intensify their marginalization from the digital
supply chain instead of advancing their inclusion.

CONCLUSION
Blockchain technology is still at a nascent stage of
development, but there are signs that it is exiting the
hype-cycle of inflated expectations and entering a more
pragmatic phase of exploration (Figure 13). Educating
key stakeholders, both in the private and public
sectors, about the technology’s benefits remains a big
challenge. Supply chains are an ecosystem that prefers
conservative innovation and is dominated by industrial
players with complex business models that are not easy
to reengineer. However, companies cannot afford to sit
out the evolution of blockchain. They must be realistic
about their expectations and use pilot schemes to learn
and adapt their strategies. The closer the use case is
to a real business challenge, the better the chances of
productive feedback will be. Companies will also need
to weigh the risks of adopting the technology against
the numerous opportunities it has to offer. n

Moreover, with the growing number of regulators
concerned about potential risks, the regulatory
framework for the technology is uncertain and
unpredictable. Supply chains are currently governed by
a highly complex, overlapping nexus of
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About IFC and World Bank Group work on blockchain
IFC is part of the World Bank Group, mandated to foster development through private sector focused investment and
advisory interventions. Within the World Bank Group, IFC participates in the initiative “Blockchain Lab” that was launched
on June 27, 2017 by the World Bank Group VP Information and Technology Solutions (ITS) and CIO Denis Robitaille.
The Blockchain Lab serves as a learning, experimentation, and collaboration platform on DLT (Distributed Ledger
Technologies) and Blockchain inside and outside the WBG. The ITS Blockchain Lab engages and partners with leading
technology companies, start-ups, entrepreneurs, innovators and development organizations to experiment, develop, and
roll out blockchain-enabled solutions. The Blockchain Lab conducts knowledge-sharing events open to anyone interested
in topics related to blockchain and development.
This initiative aims to connect development practitioners and disparate efforts across the WBG in DLT and Blockchain
technologies. The Lab will boost and contribute to increased WBG knowledge and expertise in DLT and Blockchain,
and improve its capability to respond to client countries inquiries and needs. For more information please contact
the Blockchain Lab team blockchainlab@worldbankgroup.org or Stela Mocan, Manager, Technology and Innovation,
World Bank at smocan@worldbankgroup.org.
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